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Welcome
Varex Imaging Corporation, headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah, is a premier supplier of
tubes, digital detectors, and workstations for X-ray imaging in medical, scientific, and industrial
applications and also supplies X-ray imaging products for cargo screening and industrial
inspection.
Our products are built on an open platform that allows the technologist to adapt quickly and
efficiently to changes in the industry and clinical requirements.
Thank you for choosing Varex.
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Notices
Reasonable precautions have been taken in the preparation of this book, but Varex assumes
no responsibility for errors or omissions or for damage resulting from the use of the information
contained herein. For improvement of product performance, supplementation, or follow-up of
information, the contents of this manual are subject to change without notice.
Caution: Review the Varex Regulatory and Safety Manual before
installing, configuring, using, or maintaining a Varex imaging system.

Trademarks
Product names i5, iCynergy, Nexus, PaxScan, ViVA™, InfiVision, & InfiStitch are trademarks or
brand names of Varex Imaging. The Intel Core™ i5 and i7 Processors are trademarks of Intel,
Santa Clara, Calif. The Pro/1000 network board is a product of Intel. Windows is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries; Excel is a product
of Microsoft. Pleora is a brand and trade name of Pleora Technologies, Inc., Kanata, Ontario,
Canada. Optiplex and the Dell logo are registered trademarks of Dell, Inc. Bluetooth® word
mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. All other trademarks
are properties of their respective companies.

Translated material
When necessary, Varex secures translation of labels, instructions for use, and components for
the user interface from a qualified supplier employing trained experts in medical, electronics,
and IT/software terminology. Each translated item that Varex commissions is based on the
original English version release created by Varex. At times, a translated manual may not be
the same revision as its English counterpart.
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Contacting Micro-X
Micro-X technical support is available for assistance.
Procedure
For technical assistance, contact Micro-X.
• Phone: +61 (0)8 7099 3966
• Email: support@micro-x.com

Locating the software version
The software version is located in the About screen of the Nexus DR software.
Procedure
1. Log on to the system.
2. Click on the logo at the top-left of the Clinical Mode main menu. The About screen
displays and contains the software version information.

Locating the system serial number
The system serial number is located on the identification tag affixed to a side panel of the
Nexus DR computer. It can also be found in the software, as described in the following
instructions.
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Procedure
1. Log on to the system.
The Nexus DR application start automatically.
2. Start the Nexus DR application.
3. Click the Nexus DR logo at the top-left of the Clinical Mode main menu.
The About screen displays.

4. Click System Info.
The serial number is displayed in the System Info screen.
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Starting the TeamViewer application
About this task
TeamViewer software allows remote control and desktop sharing for technical support
purposes. If you contact technical support, you may need to use TeamViewer to allow a
technical support representative to access to your Nexus DR computer to help you resolve a
support issue.
Access TeamViewer from the About window in the Nexus DR application.
Procedure
1. Start the Nexus DR application.
2. Click the Nexus DR logo at the top-left of the Clinical Mode main menu.
The About window displays.
Figure 1: Nexus DR About window

3. Click TeamViewer.
The TeamView application starts.
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About this documentation
This manual, combined with manufacturer-provided training, provides the information required
to use the Varex digital imaging system.
Additional Information: Please read and follow the safety and
equipment handling practices in this manual and the Regulatory and
Safety Manual.
©2016, 2021, Varex Imaging Corporation (121 Metropolitan Park Drive, Liverpool, NY, 13088).
All rights reserved.

Revision history
The following table shows when this document has been revised and a description of the
major updates for each revision.
Revision
A

Issued (YYYY-MM-DD)
2021-05-27

ECO
EC-0003136

Description of release
First release of PDF. Nexus DR 4.8.0. Added
support for integration with the Micro-X cart. No
changes from revision A of the HTML release.
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Part

1
Introduction to Nexus DR
Contents
•

Powering Up, Logging In, and Powering Down the System on page 3

Chapter

1
Powering Up, Logging In, and Powering Down
the System
Contents
•
•

Powering Up, Logging In, and Powering Down the System on page 4
Introduction to Clinical Mode on page 13
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1. Powering Up, Logging In, and Powering Down the System

Because Nexus DR requires communication with the host X-ray generator the attached detector,
and the table or positioner, the various components of the room must be powered up in a certain
sequence.

Powering Up, Logging In, and Powering Down the
System
Because Nexus DR requires communication with the host X-ray generator the attached
detector, and the table or positioner, the various components of the room must be powered up
in a certain sequence.

Powering up the PaxScan 4343W detector
Prerequisites
• Ensure that the detector's battery is charged. See Charging Varex
4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W detector batteries on page 6.
• Power up the equipment.
About this task
The Varex 4343W detector battery must be charged upon receipt of the detector and installed
before the detector can be connected to and configured on the system.
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Procedure
1. Insert a charged battery at a slight angle so that the side with contacts sits over the
adjoining contacts in the battery compartment.
Note: The use of accessories, batteries, battery chargers, or
cables other than those specified in this manual, with the exception
of those sold or provided by the manufacturer as replacement
parts for internal components, may result in increased emissions,
decreased immunity, or abnormal system operation. Use only the
equipment and accessories provided or specifically approved by
the manufacturer.
Figure 2: Insert detector battery

2. Press down on the lifted side of the battery, snapping it into place in the compartment.
The panel automatically powers up after the battery is in installed.
3. Allow up to 90 seconds for the detector to initialize and connect to the wireless network.
Note: The PC must be powered on in order to see that the
detector is connected to the network.
4. Complete one of the following actions:
• If the computer is powered up and the Nexus DR application is open, restart the
application.
• If the computer is powered off, power it on, log in, and ensure the Nexus DR
application is opened.

Verifying the charge level of the PaxScan 4343W detector battery
The battery for the PaxScan 4343W detector has a battery indicator on it.
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Procedure
Press the battery indicator button on the battery to illuminate the battery level.
Each LED lit indicates 25% charge.

Charging Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W detector batteries
The Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4/4343W flat panel detector is powered up when you insert a
charged battery into the battery compartment. Batteries are shipped in the locked mode. You
must charge them fully before use.
Prerequisites
Review Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W detector battery charger on page 7.
Note: The use of accessories, batteries, battery chargers, or cables
other than those specified in this manual, with the exception of
those sold or provided by the manufacturer as replacement parts for
internal components, may result in increased emissions, decreased
immunity, or abnormal system operation. Use only the equipment and
accessories provided or specifically approved by the manufacturer.
About this task
Use the battery charger to charge the detector’s lithium-ion battery. The charger comes with a
power supply, which you connect to an AC power source. The charger accepts an input of 19V
DC (2.1A max.) The charger produces an output of 16.8 V DC (1.4A max., +/- 1% and 10 Hz).
Warning: Do not remove the battery charger cover. The battery
charger contains no user-serviceable parts.
Warning: Do not use battery charger in an operating room or other
oxygen rich environment. Do not use in conjunction with flammable
agents. Do not use in an environment with condensing moisture.
Caution: Do not use blowing liquid or immersion on the receptor,
battery, battery compartment, or battery charger. Do not sterilize.
Caution: Do not attempt to insert objects other than the battery into
the charger bay.
Caution: Use the battery charger only with the supplied power
supply and power cord.
Caution: Use only batteries in the battery charger and receptor. The
systems are not designed to work with other battery types or designs.
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Caution: Do not use batteries that display fault during the charging
process. Contact technical support with the status indicator
information.
Procedure
1. Connect the battery charger to its power source.
2. Insert the battery into the charging slot.
The battery is keyed to the charger for easy installation.
3. Monitor the charger’s status indicator during the charging process.
When all four green LEDs are on continuously and the red LED is off, the battery is fully
charged.
The charging process requires 2.5 to 3.5 hours.

Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W detector battery charger
The Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W detector comes with a battery charger. The battery
charger contains single or triple bays into which the detector's lithium ion battery is inserted for
charging.
Note: The use of accessories, batteries, battery chargers, or cables
other than those specified in this manual, with the exception of
those sold or provided by the manufacturer as replacement parts for
internal components, may result in increased emissions, decreased
immunity, or abnormal system operation. Use only the equipment and
accessories provided or specifically approved by the manufacturer.
The following image shows the main views of the charger. The charger comes with a power
supply, which you connect to an AC power source. The charger accepts an input of 19V DC
(2.1A max.) The charger produces an output of 16.8 V DC (1.4A max., =/- 1% and 10 Hz).
Figure 3: Battery Charger, Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W
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Table 1: Battery Charger, Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W
Item

Description

1

Status indicator

2

DC input

3

Latch

Charger status indicator LEDs
The following figure shows two examples of indicator displays. (1) shows a fully charged
battery. Item (2) shows a charging fault. The Charger status indicator table describes the
meaning of the indicator light patterns.
Figure 4: Charger status indicator

(1)

(2)

Table 2: Charger status indicator descriptions
Description

Green LEDs

Red LEDs

Battery charging normally — up to
25% charged

1 - On (blinking)
2 - Off
3 - Off
4 - Off

Off

Battery charging normally — 26 to
50% charged

1 - On (continuous)
2 - On (blinking)
3 - Off
4 - Off

Off

Battery charging normally — 51 to
75% charged

1 - On (continuous)
2 - On (continuous)
3 - On (blinking)
4 - Off

Off

Battery charging normally — 76 to
99% charged

1 - On (continuous)
2 - On (continuous)
3 - On (continuous)
4 - On (blinking)

Off

Battery charging normally — fully
charged

1 - On (continuous)
2 - On (continuous)
3 - On (continuous)
4 - On (continuous)

Off (item 1 in Figure 4
on page 8)
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Description

Green LEDs

Red LEDs

Fault — No charge current accepted
or battery voltage too high.

1 - On (blinking)
2 - Off
3 - Off
4 - Off

On (item 2 in Figure 4
on page 8)

Fault — Battery over discharged
cannot wakeup in less than 210
seconds

1 - On (blinking)
2 - On (blinking)
3 - Off
4 - Off

On

Fault — Battery exceeds allowable
charge time

1 - On (blinking)
2 - On (blinking)
3 - On (blinking)
4 - Off

On

Fault — Battery ID does not match
detector or non-recoverable overdischarged battery

1 - On (blinking)
2 - On (blinking)
3 - On (blinking)
4 -On (blinking)

On

Fault — Battery temperature either
too high or too low

1 - Off
2 - Off
3 - Off
4 - Off

On

Fault — SMBus between the charger 1 - On (blinking)
and battery is not operating properly 2 - Off
3 - On (blinking)
4 - Off

On

Fault — Battery permanent fault

On

1 - Off
2 - On (blinking)
3 - Off
4 - On (blinking)

Installing Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W batteries
The Varex 4336Wv4/4336Wv4+/4343W detector battery must be charged upon receipt of the
detector and installed before the detector can be connected to and configured on the system.
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Procedure
1. Insert a charged battery at a slight angle so that the side with contacts sits over the
adjoining contacts in the battery compartment.
Note: The use of accessories, batteries, battery chargers, or
cables other than those specified in this manual, with the exception
of those sold or provided by the manufacturer as replacement
parts for internal components, may result in increased emissions,
decreased immunity, or abnormal system operation. Use only the
equipment and accessories provided or specifically approved by
the manufacturer.
Figure 5: Insert detector battery

2. Press down on the lifted side of the battery, snapping it into place in the compartment.
The panel automatically powers up after the battery is in installed.
3. Allow up to 90 seconds for the detector to initialize and connect to the wireless network.
Note: The PC must be powered on in order to see that the
detector is connected to the network.
4. Complete one of the following actions:
• If the computer is powered up and the Nexus DR application is open, restart the
application.
• If the computer is powered off, power it on, log in, and ensure the Nexus DR
application is opened.

Removing the PaxScan 4343W battery
The battery for the PaxScan 4343W battery must be removed for charging or to swap out a
depleted battery for a new one.
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Procedure
1. On the back of the detector, press the battery latch in until you hear a click.

The latch remains in the closed position.
2. Place a finger in opening on either side of the latch, and lift the battery out.

Hot-swapping the battery for the PaxScan 4343W
The 4343W X-ray detector is equipped with a battery that can be changed without powering
down the detector.
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About this task
When a discharged battery is removed from the X-ray detector, you have approximately 3
minutes of operation for the battery hot-swap to occur.
Warning: If a fully charged battery is not re-inserted within 3 minutes,
the X-ray detector will power-off.
Note: Acquisition and calibration features are not available while hotswapping the battery.
Procedure
1. Remove the depleted battery from the back of the detector.
2. Insert a charged battery.

Logging in to Nexus DR
After the equipment is powered on, you can log in to the Nexus DR computer. The permissions
associated with your login credentials determine the tasks you are allowed to perform.
Prerequisites
Before logging in to the system and beginning work, ensure that all of the equipment in the
system is powered up and completely initialized.
About this task
Service Technicians use the following credentials:
User name NexusAdmin
Password

Generation6

To access the all Settings Mode screens, required for installation and configuration tasks, use
the NexusService user ID and password. Both the user ID and password are case-sensitive.
Procedure
1. On the Windows login screen, swipe up on the touchscreen or press ENTER on the
keyboard.
2. Select your user name.
A password field displays.
3. Enter your password using the keyboard or touchscreen virtual keyboard.
Your password displays as dots or asterisks as you enter it.
4. Press ENTER or click the arrow next to the password field to login.
5. Double-click the Nexus DR icon on the Windows desktop to start the application.
The application opens in Clinical Mode by default, and you can access Settings Mode from
there. For information about accessing Settings Mode, see Entering Nexus DR Settings
Mode on page 152.
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Results
You may now use any of the features available in Clinical Mode, including creating and
managing patient records, image acquisition, review, processing, and archiving. In addition,
you can also access all of the Settings Mode options.

Powering down Nexus DR
Powering down Nexus DR involves exiting the software, shutting down the PC, and the other
equipment in the system.
Prerequisites
Review the documentation for the Micro-X cart and its shutdown procedures before you begin
this task.
Procedure
1. In the Nexus DR application, select Settings.
2. Select Exit Application.
3. In the window that displays, select OK to close the application or Power Down to close the
application and shut down the Micro-X cart and the computer.
4. Remove the battery for the PaxScan 4343W detector.
The detector powers down.

Introduction to Clinical Mode
The Nexus DR imaging software has two modes of operation: Clinical and Settings.
Technologists and other X-ray imaging professionals use Clinical Mode to acquire images of
patients, review and manipulate those images, and send the images to a central archive or
printer.
Field engineers and other service professionals use Settings Mode to configure, calibrate, and
maintain the imaging system.

Introduction to the Clinical Mode main menu
After you log in to the system, Nexus DR starts automatically in Clinical Mode. All patient
imaging activity takes place in this mode. The application is idle when you are in Clinical Mode,
but have not opened a patient session.
Many software features are not available when the application is idle.
The ribbon at the top of the screen remains displayed at all times. Below the ribbon, the
remainder of the screen varies with the task you perform.
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Figure 6 on page 14 shows the layout of the Clinical Mode menu. When the software is idle,
you can perform the following actions:
Figure 6: Layout of the Clinical Mode menu

Table 3: Clinical menu at idle
Item

Action

A

Select Patient List to display and manage patients.

B

Select Worklist to query and import from the worklist.

C

Select the product name to display the About screen, where you can access system
information, TeamViewer software, and the Operator's Manual.

D

Show or Hide the X-ray generator controls. Note that generator controls display
continuously when a patient study is open.

E

Select this icon to display the status of DICOM jobs with the DICOM queue window.

F

Select the keyboard icon to display the touchscreen keyboard.

G

Select this icon to display system messages.

H

Review real-time detector status.

I

Select this icon to enter settings mode.

J

Review the free space portion of the Nexus DR computer hard drive.

Controls of the Patient List menu
When the Patient List displays, new controls appear next to the tabs. These controls provide
the main functions of the Patient List view, such as creating patient records, searching the
existing patient list, and deleting patient records.
Figure 7: Controls of the Patient List
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Icon

Function

Description

Refresh View

Refreshes the Patient List view. Can be used to reset selections and
return the list to the default state, with no records selected.

Search Options

Enables the search fields immediately beneath the tabs and control
buttons. Search fields can be used to filter the displayed view to meet
specific criteria.

Create Patient

Start the process of creating a patient record. When this button is
clicked, the view immediately changes to the new patient information
window.

Archive/Export Features

Marks patient, study, or image records for DICOM export. If records
are selected when this icon is clicked, they are marked for export
immediately. Any records selected after the icon is clicked are also
marked for export. The export job does not begin until the Next button
(visible only when export icon is enabled) is clicked and a destination
is selected in the subsequent window.

Delete Records

Permanently removes the selected patient or study from the Nexus
DR system.

Imaging controls
After acquiring an image or opening a patient study in review mode, the right side of the
screen displays a menu of controls related to the image processing features of Nexus DR. The
following figure provides an overview of each of the controls available.
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For full information about Imaging Controls, see Reviewing and Adjusting Images on page
77.
Figure 8: Imaging Controls

Icon

Feature

Description

Revert Image

This control returns the image to its original state.

Rotate 90-degrees
(Counter-clockwise)

This control rotates the image 90 degrees in the counter-clockwise
direction.

Rotate 90-degrees
(Clockwise)

This control rotates the image 90 degrees in the clockwise direction.

Horizontal Flip

This control flips the image around the horizontal axis from top to
bottom.

Vertical Flip

This control flips the image around the vertical axis from left to right.

Cropping Control

Allows you to create, adjust, or remove the cropping boundaries.

Annotations

Allows you to create, adjust, or remove digital annotations (text and
pointers).

Insert Marker (Left)

Creates a left marker “L” annotation in the image.
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Icon

Feature

Description

Insert Marker (Right)

Creates a right marker “R” annotation in the image.

Window/Level

This control allows you to adjust the contrast (window) and brightness
(level) of the image by dragging the mouse in the image.

Window/Level (Region of This control allows you to adjust the contrast (window) and brightness
Interest Only)
(level) of the image area marked by the Region of Interest (ROI) by
dragging the mouse in the image.
Advanced Image
Processing

Allows you to adjust the current image processing, or apply a new
processing profile and save a copy of the image.

Grid Suppression

Toggles grid suppression processing for a specific image on or off
during image review. If the grid suppression feature is enabled in
Settings mode it is available globally. In Review Mode, this feature is
used to toggle the grid suppression processing on (blue) or off (gray)
manually. When enabled, grid suppression is applied only if a grid is
present.

Measurements

Allows you to measure dimensions in the image, including length,
distance, and angles.

Zoom

This control allows you to change the scaling of the image displayed
on the screen.

Invert

This control reverses the polarity of the image.

Show/Hide Overlays

Shows or hides overlays configured in Service Mode.

Add Position

Allows you to add a new position to the open study.

Reject Image

Marks the current image as rejected. The software automatically
creates a duplicate position to acquire a replacement image.

Print Preview

Opens the print layout and preview tool.

Urgent Send

Sends all images in the study that have not been sent or have been
reprocessed since previously sent to all default DICOM servers.
Multiple DICOM servers can be configured as default. Requires
configuration of DICOM server.

Close Patient

Launches a pop-up menu. Select Suspend to suspend the study and
return to the idle screen. Or, select Close to close the current patient
session and returns to the idle screen.

Fields
The Nexus DR user interface indicates information about fields using visual cues.
• Required fields have a red border. When you click inside the field, a message is
displayed indicating that the field is required.
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• Editable fields have a dark background.

• If an entry is incorrect, the field border is red and a message indicating the nature of the
error is displayed.

• Read-only fields have a lighter background. You cannot edit them.

Managing messages
System messages are displayed in a drop-down list at the top of the Nexus DR application in
both Clinical and Service Modes automatically as they are encountered.
About this task
The list of messages can be hidden and redisplayed, and messages can be deleted from the
list. Messages are still captured in logs. Information about messages for the Micro-X cart can
be found in the Nexus DR Service Manual.
Procedure
1. To delete messages, select the X next to the message you want to delete.

2. To hide the list of error messages, select the up arrow.
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3. To display the list of error messages, select the exclamation point at the top of the screen.

Reviewing the status of the panel
Real-time information about the status of the panel is displayed in the Clinical Mode user
interface.
Procedure
Use one of the following methods to review the status of the panel:
• Look at the Panel Status area of the Clinical Mode menu.
• Open the Panel Status window. See Opening the Panel Status window on page
20.

Panel Status area
The Panel Status window provides additional information about the status of a panel and
Exposure Mode options.

Icon

Description
If present, this icon shows the wireless signal strength.
More green bars in the icon means stronger signal. Two or more bars
are required for image acquisition.
If present, this icon shows the battery charge level and percent
remaining. Fifteen percent or more is required for image acquisition.

Figure 9: Status bar

The status bar indicates whether the detector is ready for acquisition. When the status bar
is green, the detector is ready for acquisition. When an acquisition is started, the status
indicator indicates the progress of the acquisition, and the the following message is displayed:
Acquiring. Please wait...
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Opening the Panel Status window
The Panel Status window provides additional information about the status of a panel and
Exposure Mode options.
About this task
On systems with multiple detectors, the status of the active, or currently selected, detector is
larger than other detectors configured on the system.
Figure 10: Active and inactive detectors

Procedure
In the Panel Status area of the ribbon, complete one of the following actions:
Options

Instructions

Open the status window of the active panel.

Select the status indicator for the desired panel. The
indicator becomes larger, meaning that it is now the
active detector.

Open the status window of an available, but not
active panel.

1. Select the status indicator for the desired panel.
The indicator becomes larger, meaning that it is
now the active detector.
2. Select the status indicator again. The Panel
Status window opens.

Panel status and exposure options
The Panel Status window provides additional information about the status of a panel and
Exposure Mode options.
The Panel Status window provides details about the panel. The details provided may differ
depending on the detector.
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For instructions on accessing this window, see Opening the Panel Status window on page
20.
Figure 11: Display panel status details

The window also provides options for changing the Exposure Mode.
Exposure Mode — Normal. In Normal mode, the panel provides a 1 second integration time.

Exposure Mode — Long. The panel provides a 4 second integration time. The longer integration
time is sometimes needed for shots requiring a higher dose.

Exposure mode is often set in acquisition profiles, but you can change it manually on this
panel, before acquiring the image.

Micro-X cart battery and network connection status
The battery and network connection status of the Micro-X cart is displayed in Nexus DR at the
top of the screen next to the detector status area.
If the network connection is wireless, the wireless bars are displayed, as shown in Figure 12
on page 21. If the connection is made by a cable, a cable icon is shown, as shown in Figure
13 on page 21.
Figure 12: Micro-X wireless connection

Figure 13: Micro-X wired connection
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Notifications are displayed when the cart battery is at the reserve and low-energy thresholds.
If the cart battery reaches the critically low threshold, the cart shuts down automatically and
Nexus DR performs a controlled shutdown, during which DICOM data is not sent and patient
data is not deleted.
The battery icon in the cart battery indicator also changes to indicate status.
Table 4: Micro-X cart battery statuses
Icon

Status indicated
OK, charging

OK, not charging

Low energy threshold

Reserve energy threshold
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Importing patient information from the worklist server on page 26
Import patient information to the Patient List on page 27
Creating emergency patients on page 28
Creating patient records manually on page 29
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Opening patient studies on page 35
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Deleting patient records from Patient List on page 38
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Nexus DR maintains a Patient List to manage patient records and associated images. This patient
list resides locally on the Nexus DR computer and you manage it through the Patient List view of
Clinical Mode. Before you can acquire images with Nexus DR, you must add a patient record and
study to the Patient List.
Create new patient studies in two ways: import them from a worklist or enter them manually. This
chapter guides you through these processes and provides information about filtering the patient list,
editing patient or study information, and adding studies to existing patient records.

Importing patient information from the worklist server
Nexus DR integrates medical information from systems such as worklist servers and Picture
Archiving and Communications System (PACS) storage solutions. Importing patient and
study information from a worklist minimizes human error in data entry and helps maintain
consistency in patient data stored on the systems involved in patient imaging.
Prerequisites
A worklist server must be available and configured for use in Nexus DR. If your worklist server
has not yet been configured on your system, contact your designated Superuser or your
service provider.
About this task
Although not required, use this preferred method of creating patient records on Nexus DR
whenever a worklist is available.
When you create a patient record in Nexus DR from the worklist, the patient demographics
and study information are imported from the worklist server. Then, the study is matched to a
Work Procedure on Nexus DR, which allows the imaging system to load generator settings
and imaging parameters appropriate to the study you will be performing.
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Procedure
1. Query the worklist server to obtain patient information.
a)Click the Worklist tab.
b)Click Refresh.

The system queries the worklist server for records of patients scheduled for imaging.
A list of these patients displays on the Worklist tab. The parameters for record
retrieval depend on your system’s DICOM configuration. Default settings are +/- 3
hours from the current date and time. Or, you can enable AutoRefresh, which allows
automatic retrieval from the Worklist Server upon entering the application. Configure
AutoRefresh in Settings Mode.
Figure 14: Refresh Worklist

Figure 15: Worklist with patients populated

2. After Nexus DR populates the worklist, choose how you wish to proceed.
• Import patients to the Patient List for later image acquisition.
• Acquire images from the patient files on the worklist, saving file and images to
Patient List later.

Import patient information to the Patient List
You can import patient records from the Worklist tab to the Patient List individually, in
multiples, or all at once.
Prerequisites
Ensure that the needed information has been imported from the worklist server.
Procedure
1. On the Worklist tab, click Refresh.
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2. Click Import Patient.
Figure 16: Import Patient Icon

3. Select the patient to import.
The import icon appears on each selected tile. You can select one patient or multiple
patients.
4. Click Next.
The selected patients are removed from the Worklist tab.
Figure 17: Import indicators and Next button

5. Click the Patient List tab.
6. Verify that the imported patients appear.

Creating emergency patients
About this task
The Emergency Patient function automatically creates the patient ID and captures the date
and time information for a patient. Chest PA is automatically added to the shot list in the
study. .
For non-emergency patients, see Creating patient records manually on page 29.
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Procedure
1. On the Nexus DR imaging computer or the In-room Console, click the Emergency Patient
icon.

The patient is automatically opened in Acquisition mode.

2. You can acquire the Chest PA and/or add additional shots.
See Adding studies to new patient records—Preconfigured procedures on page 31 and
Adding studies to new patient records — Custom procedures on page 32 for information
about adding procedures to a study.

Creating patient records manually
When a worklist is not available or a required patient is not in the scheduling system, you may
need to enter a new patient record manually.
Prerequisites
Gather the following information:
• Patient demographic information, such as name, ID, date of birth, and any other
identifying parameters required at your site.
• If study information is to be entered at this time, gather the necessary information, such
as Accession number, requested, scheduled, or performed procedure identification, and
any other study parameters required at your site.
Note: The fields required or used at your facility are configured
during installation or applications training. If a field you need cannot
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be edited in the windows described in this procedure, contact your
service organization to have the patient data configuration updated.
Procedure
1. Click the Patient List tab.
2. Click Add Patient.
Figure 18: Adding a new patient record

The window changes to display the fields for entry of patient information.
3. Enter the patient's last name, patient ID, and any additional patient data needed.
Figure 19: New patient demographics screen

4. Complete one of the following tasks as needed:
Options
Save the patient record and return to the Patient
List.

Instructions
1. Click Save. (A)

The patient record is saved to the Patient List
and a new Patient Demographics screen is
displayed.
2. If desired, you can create a new patient record
or click Cancel to return to the Patient List. (B)

Proceed to the Study Data screen.

Click Next. (C)

The study data fields are displayed.

5. Complete the following tasks as needed:
• Create a study with preconfigured procedures.
• Create a study with custom procedures.
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Adding studies to new patient records—Preconfigured
procedures
Nexus DR provides some preconfigured imaging procedures to ease the process of creating a
study. You can also create custom imaging procedures.
About this task
See Adding studies to new patient records — Custom procedures on page 32 for
instructions.
Procedure
1. Enter the required study information in the fields at the top of the view.
Figure 20: Study identification fields

2. Click the Procedures tab and select the procedure from the list.
You can filter the list of procedures by clicking an anatomical region in the blue body
illustration on the left. Or you can enter a search term into the field above the list. The list of
views to be acquired populates on the right when you select the desired procedure.
Figure 21: Select the procedure for the study

3. After you enter the study information and assign the views to be acquired, click Next.

The system enters Acquire Mode, prepares the panel for acquisition, and awaits the first
exposure for the study.
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Adding studies to new patient records — Custom
procedures
In some instances, you may want to create a study with custom procedures instead of the
preconfigured procedures that come with Nexus DR.
Procedure
1. Enter the required study information in the fields at the top of the view.
Figure 22: Study identification fields

2. Select the Positions tab.
Figure 23: Exams and positions

3. Select the desired exam from the Exam list.
4. Click the desired positions.
To filter the list of exams, click an anatomical region in the blue body on the left.
5. Click Next.

The system enters Acquire Mode, prepares the panel for acquisition, and awaits the first
exposure for the study.
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Adding studies to existing patient records
When a patient returns for follow-up imaging or other similar circumstances, you may have
to add a new study to a patient record that already exists in the Nexus DR patient list. This
process is most often done when worklist is not available.
Prerequisites
You must have the required study information, such as Accession number, requested,
scheduled, or performed procedure identification, and any other study parameters used at your
site.
Procedure
1. Click the Patient List tab.
2. Select the desired patient record.
If needed, use Search Options to find the desired patient record. See Filtering the Patient
List on page 38.
Figure 24: Select the desired patient

3. Click the Add Study icon in the patient tile.

The procedure or position selection screen appears.
4. Enter the required study information in the fields at the top of the view.
Figure 25: Study identification fields
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5. Complete the following tasks as needed:
• Create a study with preconfigured procedures.
• Create a study with custom procedures.

Editing patient records
When information about a patient or study changes or when entering information for an
emergency patient, you will need to edit the patient or study information in the Nexus DR
patient database. Perform this procedure from the Patient List window in Clinical Mode. You
can edit only patient records created manually.
About this task
Note: Patient records imported from worklist cannot be edited.

Procedure
1. Click the Patient List tab.
2. Select the desired patient record.
If needed, use Search Options to find the desired patient record. See Filtering the Patient
List on page 38.
Figure 26: Select the patient record to be edited
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3. In the selected patient’s tile, select the Edit icon.

The Edit Patient window displays.

4. Edit the patient information, and complete one of the following actions:
Options
Save the changes.

Instructions
Click Next.

The changes are saved and you are returned to the
Patient List.
Cancel the changes.

Click Cancel.

The changes are canceled and the window is closed.
All changes are permanently discarded.

Opening patient studies
An open patient study is required to acquire images with Nexus DR. Opening a study gives
you access to images that already exist in the study and allows you to add additional images if
needed.
Prerequisites
If a patient study does not already exist or a new study is needed, see the topic, Adding
studies to existing patient records on page 33.
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Procedure
1. Click the Patient List tab.
2. Select the desired patient record.
The studies contained in that patient record display.
If needed, use Search Options to find the desired patient record. See Filtering the Patient
List on page 38.
3. Complete the following tasks as needed:
Options

Description

Double-click the selected study.

The study opens to the first available view that has
not yet been acquired and prepares the panel for
acquisition. If all views have been acquired, the
study opens to the first acquired image and the panel
remains in standby.

In the far right column, click the desired view.

If an image has already been acquired for that view,
it opens in review mode. You can select a different
image from the right column of the patient list. If the
view has not been acquired, the view profile opens
and the panel prepares to acquire the image.

Figure 27: Study selected

What to do next
After the study is open, you are ready to acquire or work with the images in the study.

Moving images from one patient record to another
Prerequisites
• The Move Images feature must be enabled in Settings Mode.
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• The target patient record must contain an unacquired image before an image can be
moved into it.
About this task
If an image is acquired into the wrong patient, it can be moved into the correct patient record.
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the patient record that contains the image you want to move.
Select the study containing the image to move.
Select Move Image.
Select the image to move.
The image is marked for movement.
5. Select Next.
The Move Image window is displayed.
6. In the Move Image window, search for the patient record you want to move the image into.
Option

Instructions

Display all available patient records.

Leave the search cr fields empty, and click the
magnifying glass icon.

Search for a specific patient record.

1. Enter the search criteria you want to use in the
text fields.
2. Click the magnifying glass icon.

You can search on patient name, ID, or accession number. You can also search on partial
entries. For example, if a patient's name is Jones, you can enter Jo in the Name field,

7. Select the patient record.
8. Click OK.
The Move Images confirmation screen is displayed.
9. In the Approver field, type your initials.
Your initials must be entered for tracking purposes.
10. Click OK.
The image is moved into the patient record with the name assigned to the empty position.
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Filtering the Patient List
Use the Nexus DR search options to find specific patient records in a large list of patients.
About this task
The search function filters the patient list according to parameters you enter. You can enter
partial values in the Last Name, Accession Number, and Patient ID fields to display groups of
patient records that share similar values. Use longer values or more than one parameter to
make the filtering more specific.
Procedure
1. Click the Patient List tab.
2. Click Search Options to display the search fields.

Figure 28: Click the search options button to display the search fields

3. Enter the filter parameters and click Refresh.
Note: Entering complete values or more than one filter parameter
can help to find specific patient studies. Entering partial values
may yield multiple results.

Deleting patient records from Patient List
You can use Delete Mode to remove patient records from the Patient List.
Procedure
1. Click the Patient List tab.
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2. Click the Delete icon to begin Delete Mode.

Delete Mode allows you to select more than one record.
Figure 29: Click the Delete icon

3. Select the desired patient record.
You can select multiple patient tiles for deletion. A blue delete indicator marks each patient
tile you select.
4. Click Next.

5. In the Confirmation window, select Yes to confirm.
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The primary purpose of Nexus DR is the acquisition and processing of diagnostic X-ray images.
Images are captured with the Varex detector and transferred to the Nexus DR computer for
processing and temporary storage. In this chapter, you will learn how to acquire images using
Nexus DR.

RAD mode
RAD mode requires an electrical interface, such as an I/O box or wireless access point to relay
signals from the X-ray generator to the detector.
Because of the need for an intermediary electrical interface between the X-ray generator and
the detector in RAD mode, you must be careful to select the workstation that is configured with
the intermediary device when operating in RAD mode.

Recommended Techniques, Exposure Index, and the
Deviation Index
The Exposure Index is useful in determining the appropriate exposure factors and calibration
for the Nexus DR system. Review the techniques that are recommended for use in clinical
imaging.
Information about the Exposure Index and Deviation Index can also be found in Exposure
Index and Target Exposure Index on page 59 and Deviation Index on page 59. You
will find these visual indications useful in determining appropriate exposure factors for your
specific system.
Note: The techniques provided here are recommended levels only.
The ALARA Principle should be observed wherever possible to
reduce patient dose while maintaining clinically useful image quality.
If you can reduce techniques below the levels specified without
adversely affecting image quality, you should do so.
When imaging pediatric patients, refer to tables that are specifically labeled for pediatrics.
Additional information about pediatric imaging can be found at the following websites:
• http://www.fda.gov/Radiation-EmittingProducts/
RadiationsEmittingProductsandProcedures/ MedicalImaging/ucm298899.htm
• http://www.imagegently.org

Varex detectors recommended techniques for typical DR
imaging — CsI
Part
Chest

View
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size
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Mode

SID (in)

Grid
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mAs
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16-18cm
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180cm
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18-20cm
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180cm

Y

95kVp

1.5mAs
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Y
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Y
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26-30cm
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Y
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15mAs
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30-35cm
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Y

80kVp
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Y
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100cm

Y

70kVp
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Y
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Y
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25-30cm
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Y
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Y
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Y
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Y

75kVp
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Y
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20mAs
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18-20cm
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Y

65kVp

2.5mAs
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Y
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26-30cm
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Y
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EI Target
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150

250

300
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Y
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Y
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Y
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100cm

Y
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20-22cm
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100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

LAT

10-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

6.0mAs

LAT

12-14cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

8.0mAs

LAT

15-18cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

LAT

10-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y
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LAT
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100cm

Y

75kVp
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LAT
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100cm

Y

75kVp
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N
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Y
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Y

75kVp
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100cm

Y

75kVp
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AEC

100cm

Y
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100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

Waters

20-22cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

LAT

10-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

6.0mAs
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Y
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Y
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Y
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Y
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SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

AP

10-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

4.0mAs

AP

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

AP

22-26cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

7.0mAs

AP

28-35cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

LAT

18-24cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

10mAs

LAT

25-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

85kVp

12mAs

LAT

32-40cm

AEC

100cm

Y

90kVp

15mAs

LAT

40+cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

20mAs

AP/OBL

10-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

AP/OBL

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

AP/OBL

20-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

15mAs

AP/OBL

32-35cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

25mAs

LAT

20-28cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

15mAs

EI Target

175

EI Target

250

250

250
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3. Acquiring Images

Part

Clavicle

Scapula

Part

Shoulder

Humerus

Elbow

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

LAT

30-42cm

AEC

100cm

Y

85kVp

20mAs

LAT

43-48cm

AEC

100cm

Y

90kVp

25mAs

LAT

48+cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

32mAs

SPOT

28-35cm

AEC

100cm

Y

85kVp

20mAs

SPOT

36-42cm

AEC

100cm

Y

90kVp

30mAs

SPOT

43-48cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

35mAs

SPOT

48+cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

50mAs

PA/Angle

5-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

60kVp

3.0mAs

PA/Angle

10-15ccm AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

4.0mAs

PA/Angle

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

PA/Angle

20-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

AP

5-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

60kVp

4.0mAs

AP

10-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

5.0mAs

AP

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

AP

20-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

LAT

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

8.0mAs

LAT

21-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

LAT

26-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

LAT

30+cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

18mAs

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

INT/EXT

5-8cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

3.0mAs

INT/EXT

8-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

4.0mAs

INT/EXT

12-16cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

INT/EXT

16-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

Y Lateral

25-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

AP/LAT

3-5cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

4.0mAs

AP/LAT

6-8cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

5.0mAs

AP/LAT

8-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

6.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

3-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.5mAs
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EI Target

175

175

EI Target

175

175

250

3. Acquiring Images

Part

Forearm

Wrist

Hand

Finger

Femur

Knee

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

5-7cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

3.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

7-9cm

mAs

100cm

N

54kVp

4.0mAs

AP/LAT

2-4cm

mAs

100cm’

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

AP/LAT

4-6cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

2.5mAs

AP/LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

54kVp

3.0mAs

AP/OBL

2-3cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.0mAs

AP/OBL

3-4cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.5mAs

AP/OBL

4-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

4-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

3.0mAs

LAT

8-10cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

4.0mAs

PA/OBL

2-3cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.0mAs

PA/OBL

3-4cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.5mAs

LAT

4-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

60kVp

3.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

1-2cm

mAs

100cm

N

48kVp

1.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

2-3cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.5mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

4-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

1.5mAs

AP/LAT

5-8cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

6.0mAs

AP/LAT

9-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

8.0mAs

AP/LAT

13-16mAs AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

5-7cm

AEC

100cm

Y

60kVp

3.5mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

8-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

6.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

11-13cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10.0mAs

EI Target

250

300

375

250

300

275
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3. Acquiring Images

Part

Tib/Fib

Ankle

Heel

Foot

Toes

Soft
Tissue
Neck

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

AP/LAT

5-7cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

3.0mAs

AP/LAT

8-10cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVP

3.0mAs

AP/LAT

11-13cm

mAs

100cm

N

56kVP

4.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kvp

2.0 mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

8-10cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

2.5mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

10-12cm

mAs

100cm

N

54KVp

3.0mAs

LAT

3.5cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

2.5mAs

LAT

5-7cm

mAs

100cm

N

54KVp

3.0mAs

AXIAL

5-7cm

mAs

100cm

N

65kVp

6.0mAs

AXIAL

8-10cm

mAs

100cm

N

70kVp

10mAs

AP/OBL

3-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.5mAs

AP/OBL

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

6-9cm

mAs

100cm

N

54kVp

2.5mAs

LAT

10-15cm

mAs

100cm

N

56kVp

3.0mAs

AP/LAT

1-2cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

AP/LAT

3-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

AP/LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

60kVp

3.0mAs

AP/LAT

9-15cm

mAs

100cm

N

60kVp

6.0mAs

EI Target

275

225

275

275

275

200

XRpad recommended techniques for typical DR imaging —
CsI
Part

Chest

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

PA

16-18cm

AEC

180cm

Y

90kVp

1.0mAs

PA

18-20cm

AEC

180cm

Y

95kVp

1.5mAs

PA

20-24cm

AEC

180cm

Y

110kVp

2.0mAs

PA

24-28cm

AEC

180cm

Y

110kVp

3.0mAs
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EI Target

250

3. Acquiring Images

Part

Pig-OStat

Abdomen

Pelvis

Hip

Ribs

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

PA

28+cm

AEC

180cm

Y

110kVp

5.0mAs

LAT

23-26cm

AEC

180cm

Y

90kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

27-30cm

AEC

180cm

Y

95kVp

3.0mAs

LAT

31-33cm

AEC

180cm

Y

110kVp

5mAs

LAT

34-38cm

AEC

180cm

Y

110kVp

6mAs

LAT

38-40cm

AEC

180cm

Y

110kVp

12mAs

PA

11cm

mAs

150cm

N

60kVp

1.0mAs

PA

13cm

mAs

150cm

N

65kVp

1.5mAs

PA

15cm

mAs

150cm

N

65kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

13cm

mAs

150cm

N

65kVp

2.5mAs

LAT

16cm

mAs

150cm

N

75kVp

2.5mAs

AP (KUB)

12-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

8.0mAs

AP (KUB)

16-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

AP (KUB)

21-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

AP (KUB)

26-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

AP (KUB)

30-35cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

20mAs

AP (KUB)

35-40cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

32mAs

AP

12-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

12mAs

AP

16-19cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

AP

20-24cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

20mAs

AP

25-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

25mAs

AP/Frog

15-18cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

8mAs

AP/Frog

19-22cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

AP/Frog

23-27cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

AP/Frog

28-32cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

20mAs

AP/OBL

18-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

2.5mAs

AP/OBL

20-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

3.0mAs

AP/OBL

26-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5mAs

AP/OBL

30-34cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

Lower

20-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

8mAs

EI Target

525

250

675

600

500

350
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3. Acquiring Images

Part

Sternum

Sinuses

TMJ’s

Nas Bns

Orbits

Skull

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

Lower

26-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

Lower

30-34cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

Lower

35-40cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

18mAs

LAT

20-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

LAT

26-30Cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

OBL

16-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

OBL

25-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

Waters/
Caldwell

14-17cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

Waters/
Caldwell

18-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

Waters/
Caldwell

20-22cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

LAT

10-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

6.0mAs

LAT

12-14cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

8.0mAs

LAT

15-18cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

LAT

10-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

8.0mAs

LAT

13-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

LAT

16-18cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

mAs

100cm

N

55kVp

2.0mAs

LAT
Rheese

14-17cm

mAs

100cm

Y

70kVp

8mAs

Rheese

18-20cm

mAs

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

Rheese

20-22cm

mAs

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

Waters

14-17cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

Waters

18-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

Waters

20-22cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

LAT

10-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

6.0mAs

LAT

12-14cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

8.0mAs

LAT

15-18cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

Towne

14-17cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

Towne

18-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs
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EI Target

350

475

475

300

475

475

3. Acquiring Images

Part

Cervical
Spine

Thoracic
Spine

Lumbar
Spine

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

Towne

20-22cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

LAT/OBL

6-8cm

AEC

180cm

Y

75kVp

5.0mAs

LAT/OBL

8-10cm

AEC

180cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

LAT/OBL

10-12cm

AEC

180cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

LAT/OBL

12-14cm

AEC

180cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

AP/OM

6-8cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

4.0mAs

AP/OM

8-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

5.0mAs

AP/OM

10-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

AP/OM

12-14cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

Swimmers 25-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

85kVp

10mAs

Swimmers 31-36cm

AEC

100cm

Y

90kVp

20mAs

Swimmers 37-40cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

32mAs

AP

10-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

4.0mAs

AP

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

AP

22-26cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

7.0mAs

AP

28-35cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

10mAs

LAT

18-24cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

10mAs

LAT

25-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

85kVp

12mAs

LAT

32-40cm

AEC

100cm

Y

90kVp

15mAs

LAT

40+cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

20mAs

AP/OBL

10-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

AP/OBL

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

AP/OBL

20-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

15mAs

AP/OBL

32-35cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

25mAs

LAT

20-28cm

AEC

100cm

Y

80kVp

15mAs

LAT

30-42cm

AEC

100cm

Y

85kVp

20mAs

LAT

43-48cm

AEC

100cm

Y

90kVp

25mAs

LAT

48+cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

32mAs

SPOT

28-35cm

AEC

100cm

Y

85kVp

20mAs

SPOT

36-42cm

AEC

100cm

Y

90kVp

30mAs

SPOT

43-48cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

35mAs

EI Target

200

450

400

550

300

575
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3. Acquiring Images

Part

Clavicle

Scapula

Shoulder

Humerus

Elbow

Forearm

Wrist

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

SPOT

48+cm

AEC

100cm

Y

95kVp

50mAs

PA/Angle

5-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

60kVp

3.0mAs

PA/Angle

10-15ccm AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

4.0mAs

PA/Angle

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

PA/Angle

20-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

AP

5-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

60kVp

4.0mAs

AP

10-15cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

5.0mAs

AP

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

AP

20-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

LAT

15-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

8.0mAs

LAT

21-25cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10mAs

LAT

26-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

LAT

30+cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

18mAs

INT/EXT

5-8cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

3.0mAs

INT/EXT

8-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

4.0mAs

INT/EXT

12-16cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

5.0mAs

INT/EXT

16-20cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

8.0mAs

Y Lateral

25-30cm

AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

15mAs

AP/LAT

3-5cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

4.0mAs

AP/LAT

6-8cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

5.0mAs

AP/LAT

8-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

68kVp

6.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

3-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.5mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

5-7cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

3.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

7-9cm

mAs

100cm

N

54kVp

4.0mAs

AP/LAT

2-4cm

mAs

100cm’

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

AP/LAT

4-6cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

2.5mAs

AP/LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

54kVp

3.0mAs

AP/OBL

2-3cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.0mAs
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EI Target

600

600

600

500

500

400

350

3. Acquiring Images

Part

Hand

Finger

Femur

Knee

Tib/Fib

Ankle

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

AP/OBL

3-4cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.5mAs

AP/OBL

4-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

4-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

3.0mAs

LAT

8-10cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

4.0mAs

PA/OBL

2-3cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.0mAs

PA/OBL

3-4cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.5mAs

LAT

4-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

60kVp

3.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

1-2cm

mAs

100cm

N

48kVp

1.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

2-3cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.5mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

4-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

1.5mAs

AP/LAT

5-8cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

6.0mAs

AP/LAT

9-12cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

8.0mAs

AP/LAT

13-16mAs AEC

100cm

Y

75kVp

12mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

5-7cm

AEC

100cm

Y

60kVp

3.5mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

8-10cm

AEC

100cm

Y

65kVp

6.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

11-13cm

AEC

100cm

Y

70kVp

10.0mAs

AP/LAT

5-7cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

3.0mAs

AP/LAT

8-10cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVP

3.0mAs

AP/LAT

11-13cm

mAs

100cm

N

56kVP

4.0mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kvp

2.0 mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

8-10cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

2.5mAs

AP/OBL/
LAT

10-12cm

mAs

100cm

N

54KVp

3.0mAs

EI Target

350

350

450

500

275

600
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Part

Heel

Foot

Toes

Soft
Tissue
Neck

View

Patient
size

Acq
Mode

SID (in)

Grid

kVp

mAs

LAT

3.5cm

mAs

100cm

N

52kVp

2.5mAs

LAT

5-7cm

mAs

100cm

N

54KVp

3.0mAs

AXIAL

5-7cm

mAs

100cm

N

65kVp

6.0mAs

AXIAL

8-10cm

mAs

100cm

N

70kVp

10mAs

AP/OBL

3-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

1.5mAs

AP/OBL

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

LAT

6-9cm

mAs

100cm

N

54kVp

2.5mAs

LAT

10-15cm

mAs

100cm

N

56kVp

3.0mAs

AP/LAT

1-2cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

AP/LAT

3-5cm

mAs

100cm

N

50kVp

2.0mAs

AP/LAT

6-8cm

mAs

100cm

N

60kVp

3.0mAs

AP/LAT

9-15cm

mAs

100cm

N

60kVp

6.0mAs

EI Target

600

400

400

550

Typical doses for common pediatric DR imaging — CsI
Typical doses for common imaging of small, medium, and large pediatric patients are provided
in the following tables.
Table 5: Typical doses for small patient pediatric imaging with Nexus DR
Exam

Position

Small Patient (Newborn - >3 years old)
ESE

1

Size (cm)

kVp

mAs

SID (cm)

Grid

(µGy)

1

Skull

AP/PA

15

70

8

100

Yes

0.5

Skull

Lateral

12

65

6

100

Yes

0.3

Chest

PA/AP

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Chest

Lateral

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Chest
(Pigg-OStat)

PA/AP

11

60

1.0

150

No

0.001

Chest
(Pigg-OStat)

Lateral

13

65

2.5

150

No

0.04

Measurements in this column are in ESE (Estimated Skin Entrance ) dose in µGy.
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Exam

Position

Small Patient (Newborn - >3 years old)

Thoracic
Spine

AP

15

70

4.0

100

Yes

0.3

Thoracic
Spine

Lateral

20

75

12

100

Yes

0.9

Lumbar
Spine

AP

15

70

12

100

Yes

0.7

Lumbar
Spine

Lateral

25

80

15

100

Yes

1.4

Abdomen

AP

15

70

8

100

Yes

0.5

Hand

PA

<2

50

1.5

100

No

0.03
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Table 6: Typical doses for medium child pediatric imaging with Nexus DR
Exam

Position

Medium Child (4 years old - 9 years old)
Size (cm)

kVp

mAs

SID (cm)

Grid

ESE
(μGy)

Skull

AP/PA

18

75

8.0

100

Yes

0.9

Skull

Lateral

13

65

10.0

100

Yes

0.50

Chest

PA/AP

18

90

1.0

180

Yes

0.03

Chest

Lateral

24

90

2.0

180

Yes

0.06

Chest
(Pigg-OStat)

PA/AP

13

65

1.5

150

No

0.001

Chest
(Pigg-OStat)

Lateral

16

75

2.5

150

No

0.06

Thoracic
Spine

AP

18

70

5.0

100

Yes

0.4

Thoracic
Spine

Lateral

25

85

12.0

100

Yes

1.3

Lumbar
Spine

AP

15

75

12.0

100

Yes

0.9

Lumbar
Spine

Lateral

30

80

20.0

100

Yes

2.2

Abdomen

AP

20

70

12.0

100

Yes

0.8

Hand

PA

2

50

1.5

100

No

0.03
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Table 7: Typical doses for large child pediatric imaging with Nexus DR
Exam

Position

Large Child (10+ years old)
Size (cm)

kVp

mAs

SID (cm)

Grid

ESE
(μGy)

Skull

AP/PA

19

75

10.0

100

Yes

1.0

Skull

Lateral

14

70

10.0

100

Yes

0.6

Chest

PA/AP

20

95

1.5

180

Yes

0.06

Chest

Lateral

28

95

3.0

180

Yes

0.09

Chest
(Pigg-OStat)

PA/AP

15

65

2.0

150

No

0.003

Chest
(Pigg-OStat)

Lateral

20

75

4.0

150

No

0.1

Thoracic
Spine

AP

22

75

7.0

100

Yes

0.6

Thoracic
Spine

Lateral

30

85

12.0

100

Yes

1.5

Lumbar
Spine

AP

20

80

12.0

100

Yes

1.1

Lumbar
Spine

Lateral

35

85

20.0

100

Yes

2.5

Abdomen

AP

25

75

18.0

100

Yes

1.5

Hand

PA

2

50

1.5

100

No

0.03
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Typical doses for common imaging using Nexus DR
Typical doses for imaging the average adult (CsI).
Table 8: Typical doses for average adult imaging using Nexus DR with a CsI detector

Exam

2

Position

Adult
Patient
Size
(cm)

kVp

mAs

SID (cm)

Grid

ESE
(µGy)

ESE
(mR)

Skull

AP/PA

20

75

12.0

100

Yes

1.1

Skull

Lateral

14

70

8.0

100

Yes

0.5

57

Chest

PA/AP

20

110

1.5

180

Yes

0.06

7

Chest

Lateral

32

110

5.0

180

Yes

0.2

27

Thoracic Spine

AP

20

70

5.0

100

Yes

0.3

40

Thoracic Spine

Lateral

30

85

15.0

100

Yes

2.4

274

Lumbar Spine

AP

25

80

15.0

100

Yes

1.9

214

Lumbar Spine

Lateral

36

85

25.0

100

Yes

4.5

512

Abdomen

AP

25

75

12.0

100

Yes

1.3

149

Hand

PA

3

50

1.5

100

No

0.03

4

2

Measurements in this column are in ESE (Estimated Skin Entrance ) dose in µGy.
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Exposure Index and Target Exposure Index
The Exposure Index (EI) is a calculation associated with the overall quality of a DR image.
The Exposure Index (EI) calculation is based on the pixel intensity within the detected or
user-selected Region of Interest (ROI), adjusted for the base sensitivity of the receptor that
captured the image.
For each general area of the body, Nexus DR is programmed with a Target Exposure Index
(TEI), a range in which the Exposure Index is optimal for image processing. The TEI is
determined by the panel and position used for imaging. EI does not describe or measure
patient dose.
. Exposures above or below the Target Exposure Index range can suffer degraded image
quality due to too much or too little radiation reaching the detector. For example, image
processing may cause overexposures to go unnoticed, while the increased noise in
underexposures reduce image quality.

Deviation Index
The Deviation Index (DI) is a logarithmic value based on the ratio of the EI to the TEI. The
DI helps you determine whether the EI of a DR image is within the optimal range. When you
acquire a DR image that is not within the optimal range, the DI can also help you determine
how to adjust technique to achieve an optimal image.
When you acquire a DR image, keep the following in mind:
• When the DI is 0.0, the EI is within the optimal range. The closer the DI is to 0.0, the
closer the EI is to optimal.
• The DI changes by ± 1 for each +25%/-20% change in EI (or one step in a standard
generator mAs control).
You can display information about the Exposure Index, Target Exposure Index, and Deviation
Index for an image by selecting the Show/Hide Overlay icon in the image processing tool bar.
These statistics display in the upper right corner of the image.

Figure 30: Example Exposure Index, Target Exposure Index, and Deviation Index statistics

Recommendations for imaging pediatric patients
When imaging pediatric patients, Varex provides the following recommendations:
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•
•
•
•

Use special care when imaging patients outside the typical adult size range
Measure patient thickness and set appropriate child size technique.
Avoid using anti-scatter grids for patient thickness less than 10-12cm.
Radiate only the necessary anatomy, employing appropriate collimation and shielding.

Attention: Refer to technique charts and estimated doses in the documentation library.
Additional information about pediatric imaging can be found at the following websites:
• FDA: http://www.fda.gov/Radiation-EmittingProducts/
RadiationsEmittingProductsandProcedures/
• The Alliance for Radiation Safety in Pediatric Imaging: http://www.imagegently.org

Reviewing or adjusting X-ray generator parameters
About this task
You can review or adjust X-ray generator parameters as needed in Clinical Mode.
Procedure
1. From the Patient List, select the generator controls icon.

The control window opens.
Note: When a patient is open, the generator controls are
displayed continuously.
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2. Change the settings as necessary

Parameter

Instructions

Workstation

Select the Workstation button to display the
available workstations. All workstations configured for
use on the system are available.

Patient Size

Select the patient size button and select the desired
patient size.

kV

Click the minus (-) or plus (+) sign to increase or
decrease the kV parameter.

mAs

Click the minus (-) or plus (+) sign to increase or
decrease the value.

X-ray generator control window
Nexus DR improves workflow efficiency by offering direct control of the generator through the
Clinical Mode of the imaging software. This integration allows both automatic configuration of
exposure mode and factors, through acquisition profiles, and manual control of the generator
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when needed. When an acquisition profile is selected, or loaded by a work procedure, the
generator parameters are automatically updated to those preset in the profile.
Figure 31: Micro-X generator controls

Micro-X Tube Cooling timer
After each acquisition, The Tube Cooling timer is displayed at the bottom of the X-ray
generator settings area for 60 seconds. While the timer is counting down, acquisition is
disallowed. However, RAD technique can be adjusted when the timer is still running.
This cool down time allows the X-ray generator time to become ready for the next image.
When the timer has counted down to 0, it is no longer displayed and another image can be
acquired.
Figure 32: Micro-X Tube Cooling timer
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Changing the detector mode
The detector mode can be changed from high (ready) to low (not ready) and back again in
Acquisition mode.
Procedure
1. In Acqusition mode, select an unselected, unacquired tile from the Acquisition List.
The detector changes to ready.
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2. Before acquiring the image, select the tile again to change the detector to not ready.

Acquiring images from the Worklist tab
You can acquire images from the patient record on the Worklist tab. Following acquisition,
Nexus DR imports the patient record to the Patient List during the Close Patient function.
This procedure differs slightly depending on whether the patient record contains one study or
more than one study.
Prerequisites
Review the following information:
• Recommendations for imaging pediatric patients on page 59
• Refer to technique charts and estimated doses in Recommended Techniques, Exposure
Index, and the Deviation Index on page 42.
About this task
Note: Occasionally, when Nexus DR imports patient information from
the worklist server, the patient record specifies no studies and shots.
This situation may occur due to an error at the worklist server, often
in data entry of work procedure information. If you open a patient
record imported from the worklist server and find no work procedures
identified, add them manually as described in Adding studies to
existing patient records on page 33.
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Procedure
1. On the Worklist tab, click Refresh.

2. Select the patient and first shot for acquisition by completing one of these tasks:
•
•
•
•

Acquiring images directly from the Worklist tab on page 65
Acquiring images from the patient tile on page 66
Acquiring the first available shot from the study tile on page 67
Acquiring a specific shot from the study tile on page 68

Acquiring images directly from the Worklist tab
You can open the Acquisition screen from the Worklist tab in order to acquire images.
Prerequisites
Ensure that you have refreshed the Worklist tab. See Acquiring images from the Worklist tab
on page 64 for instructions.
Procedure
1. Double-click on the patient record to proceed directly to the Acquisition screen.
a)If the patient record contains only one study, the Acquisition screen opens and the
first available shot in the study is selected for acquisition.You can select another shot
from this screen, if desired. Proceed to step 2 on page 66.
b)If the patient record contains multiple studies, the Import Studies window is
displayed. Click Yes to import all studies, or click No to import the first study in the list.
Figure 33: Import Studies window

After you click Yes, the Acquisition screen opens and the first available shot in the
first study is selected for acquisition. You can select another study and shot from this
window, if desired.
Figure 34: Click Acquire/Review icon from patient tile (multiple studies)
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2. Acquire images. See Acquiring images from the Worklist tab on page 64 or Acquiring
images from the patient study on page 68.
3. Click Patient Complete, and select Close from the pop-up menu.
Nexus DR moves the patient record, now containing images, to the Patient List.
You may also suspend the study or close an incomplete study. See Suspending a patient
study on page 71 or Closing a patient with an incomplete study on page 72,
respectively.

Acquiring images from the patient tile
You can open the Acquisition screen from the patient tile on the Worklist tab and acquire
images.
Prerequisites
Ensure that you have refreshed the Worklist tab. See Acquiring images from the Worklist tab
on page 64 for instructions.
Procedure
1. Select the desired patient record.
2. On the patient tile, click Acquire/Review.
a)If the patient contains only one study, the patient tile opens and the study appears in
the middle column. On the patient tile, click Acquire/Review. You can select another
shot from this screen, if desired. Continue to step 3 on page 67.
b)If the patient record contains multiple studies, the Import Studies window is
displayed. Click Yes to import all studies, or click No to import the first study in the list.
Figure 35: Import Studies window

After you click Yes, the Acquisition screen opens and the first available shot in the
first study is selected for acquisition. You can select another study and shot from this
window, if desired.
Figure 36: Click Acquire/Review icon from patient tile (dual study)
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3. Acquire images. See Acquiring images from the Worklist tab on page 64 or Acquiring
images from the patient study on page 68.
4. Click Patient Complete, and select Close from the pop-up menu.Nexus DR moves the
patient record, now containing images, to the Patient List.
You may also suspend the study or close an incomplete study. See Suspending a patient
study on page 71 or Closing a patient with an incomplete study on page 72,
respectively.

Acquiring the first available shot from the study tile
You can acquire the first available shot from the study tile without selecting it.
Prerequisites
Ensure that you have refreshed the Worklist tab. See Acquiring images from the Worklist tab
on page 64 for instructions.
Procedure
1. Select the desired patient record.
2. Click on the desired study.
The study tile opens and the shots in the study appear in the right column. ( Figure 37 on
page 67.)
3. Click Acquire/Review on the study tile.

The Acquisition screen opens and the first available shot is selected for acquisition.
Note: Clicking Acquire/Review at the study level opens only
the selected study for acquisition. All other studies remain on the
worklist. You can select another shot on the Acquisition screen, if
desired.
Figure 37: Click Acquire/Review icon from patient tile (multiple studies)

4. Acquire images. See Acquiring images from the Worklist tab on page 64 or Acquiring
images from the patient study on page 68.
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5. Click Patient Complete, and select Close from the pop-up menu.Nexus DR moves the
patient record, now containing images, to the Patient List.
You may also suspend the study or close an incomplete study. See Suspending a patient
study on page 71 or Closing a patient with an incomplete study on page 72,
respectively.

Acquiring a specific shot from the study tile
You can select a specific shot from the study tile, otherwise the first available shot is selected
when you click Acquire/Review on the study tile.
Prerequisites
Ensure that you have refreshed the Worklist tab. See Acquiring images from the Worklist tab
on page 64 for instructions.
Procedure
1. Select the desired patient record.
2. Click on the desired study.
The study tile opens and the shots in the study appear in the right column. (Figure 38 on
page 68).
The Acquisition screen opens with the desired shot selected for acquisition.You can
select another shot from this screen, if desired.
Figure 38: Select Study option on Acquisition screen

3. Acquire images. See Acquiring images from the Worklist tab on page 64 or Acquiring
images from the patient study on page 68.
4. Click Patient Complete, and select Close from the pop-up menu.Nexus DR moves the
patient record, now containing images, to the Patient List.
You may also suspend the study or close an incomplete study. See Suspending a patient
study on page 71 or Closing a patient with an incomplete study on page 72,
respectively.

Acquiring images from the patient study
This section guides you through acquiring the basic image types supported by Nexus DR
systems.
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Prerequisites
• The patient session must be open and in Acquire Mode. See Opening patient studies on
page 35. Images are captured and associated with that open study so that each image
contains the following information:
• patient information
• the study for which the image was captured
• the date and time of acquisition
• other attributes
• Review the following information:
• Recommendations for imaging pediatric patients on page 59
• Refer to technique charts and estimated doses in Recommended Techniques,
Exposure Index, and the Deviation Index on page 42.
Procedure
1. Press the exposure switch to begin acquisition. Hold the switch until the exposure is
complete.
Nexus DR and the host generator may require a few seconds to prepare for and complete
the exposure.
2. After the exposure has finished, release the exposure switch.
The system stores the captured image to the patient record automatically and displays
it on the screen. The next position in the sequence on the right, if applicable, is selected
automatically for the next exposure.
3. Review the image for positioning and appropriate exposure.
Use the Show/Hide Overlay icon at the bottom of the toolbar to toggle display of the
overlay information configured in Service Mode. The Exposure Index (EI) and Deviation
Index (DI) values for the image display by default. Click the icon to toggle them off.

Additional Information:
For additional information about exposure index and the deviation indicator, see
Recommended Techniques, Exposure Index, and the Deviation Index on page 42.

Adding views to an open study
To acquire images with Nexus DR, you must have a patient study open in Acquire Mode. You
can add views to a study, and then acquire the corresponding image, adding it to the study.
Prerequisites
Before you can add position profiles, open the desired study session. See Opening patient
studies on page 35.
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About this task
That study must have at least one view for which an image has not yet been acquired,
indicated by a gray thumbnail next to the position name in the list on the right side of the
screen.
Procedure
1. Click the Add Position icon in the study information tile.

The position selection screen appears.
Figure 39: Study information tile

2. Select the Exam that contains the desired position.
3. To filter the list of Exams, click the anatomical region in the blue body on the left. (Figure 40
on page 70.)
4. Click the desired positions.
The views you select appear on the shot list, to the right.
Figure 40: Adding positions to an existing study
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5. To return the system to Acquire Mode, click on the desired shot.
The system prepares the panel for acquisition and awaits exposure for the view selected in
the list on the right side of the screen. (Figure 41 on page 71.)
Figure 41: Shot selected, ready to acquire

6. When you have completed the studies, click the Close Patient icon, and select Close from
the pop-up menu (Figure 42 on page 71).

Figure 42: Click Close Patient and then select option from pop-up

You may also suspend the study or close an incomplete study. See Suspending a patient
study on page 71 or Closing a patient with an incomplete study on page 72,
respectively.

Suspending a patient study
You can suspend a patient study and return to it at a later time.
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About this task
When you suspend a patient study, Nexus DR cancels the auto-send capability for DICOM
images and for MPPS messages, even if they are enabled.
Procedure
1. Click Close Patient.

2. In the pop-up window, select Suspend.
Figure 43: Select Suspend

Nexus DR returns to the landing screen in the clinical view.

Closing a patient with an incomplete study
If necessary, you can close a patient with an incomplete study and complete the study at a
later time.
About this task
If you close a study before acquiring all the images in the work procedure, log a reason for
closure in the Close Patient window. This information is part of the DICOM MPPS data
provided to PACS.
Procedure
1. Click Close Patient.

If the open study contains an incomplete work procedure, the Close Patient window
displays.
2. Select Close from the pop-up menu.
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3. Complete one of the following actions:
Option
If MPPS is enabled:

Instructions
1. To continue with closure, select the reason from
the Discontinued Reason drop-down.
2. Mark the study completed, if accurate.
3. Click Yes to close the patient record, or click No
to return to the study.
Figure 44 on page 73 shows the Close
Patient window when MPPS is enabled.

If MPPS is not enabled:

Click Yes to close the patient record, or click No to
return to the study.
Figure 45 on page 73 shows the Close Patient
window with no MPPS enabled.

Figure 44: Close patient with incomplete studies (MPPS enabled)

Figure 45: Close patient with incomplete studies (no MPPS)

Image rejection
After you save an image to a patient record, you can delete it only by deleting the entire study
in which it resides. When you determine that an image is unacceptable, mark it as rejected.
Rejected images are not archived or printed unless you specifically direct Nexus DR to include
them.
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Rejecting an image does not remove it from the system. The image remains with the study
in Nexus DR until that study, or the patient record containing it, is deleted. You can accept a
rejected image into the study by removing the rejection marker from the image.
If your system is configured to log reject reasons, you will be asked to select or enter a reason
when you reject an image. These reasons are tracked in the logs of Nexus DR and can be
exported by a Superuser for analysis. These logs are often used in enterprise monitoring
programs designed to measure and improve the quality of patient care. To promote the
efficacy of such programs, select appropriate and accurate reasons when rejecting images
from patient records.

Rejecting images
You can reject images at any time after acquisition, including after the procedure has been
completed and the session closed. Similarly, you can accept a previously rejected image into
the study, regardless of when it was rejected or whether the session or study is closed.
Procedure
1. Open the study.
See Opening patient studies on page 35.
2. Select the image you want to reject in the list on the right side of the screen.
3. If the unacceptable image is not already displayed, click the image in the list on the right
side of the screen.
4. Click Reject Image next to the position name.

5. If your system is configured to log reject reasons, you will be prompted to select or enter a
reason for the rejection. If you are prompted for a reason, perform the following steps:
a)Select or enter a reason that most accurately reflects the issue that makes the image
unacceptable. and then complete one of the following actions:
• To cancel the rejection and close the reason window, click X.
• To apply the rejection marker and record the selected reason, click the check
mark.
6. The system automatically creates a new position to acquire a replacement image. Perform
one of the following tasks:
Options

Instructions

Close the patient without acquiring a replacement 1. Click Close Patient.
image.
2. Select Close from the pop-up menu.
Acquire a replacement image
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1. Verify that the replacement position profile is
selected.
2. Refer to Rejecting images on page 74.
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Accepting an image that was previously rejected
When a you reject an image in error, you can remove the rejection marker. Once you remove
the marker, the image returns to its original place in the study. You can archive or print it like
any other image.
Procedure
1. Open the study and select the rejected image in the far right column.
Rejected images are marked with a red “X” over the thumbnail in the list of image. The
patient session opens with the rejected image displayed in Review Mode.
2. Click Accept Image next to the position name in the list on the right side of the screen.

The reject marker is removed. You can archive or print the image.
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4
Reviewing and Adjusting Images
Contents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78
Basic adjustments to images on page 78
Shutters and image size on page 83
Adjusting Automatic Image Enhancement processing on page 90
Showing or hiding the overlay on page 93
Stitching images on page 93
Reverting an image to the default appearance on page 97
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Nexus DR offers a wide range of post-acquisition processing and review features that you can use
to adjust images before you print or archive them.
Nearly all of these tools are accessible from the Review toolbar. This chapter guides you through
the use of most of the post-acquisition review features of Nexus DR.
For information about measuring or annotating images, Measurements and Annotations on page
99.

Prerequisites for adjusting images
These prerequisites must be met before you can adjust images.
Prerequisites
To work with an image (make measurements, add annotations, print, archive, etc.), the study
containing the image must be open in review mode. Use one of the following methods for
opening a patient study in review mode:
• Open an existing patient study
• Acquire an image from the Worklist tab
• Acquire an image from the patient study

Basic adjustments to images
One of the primary advantages of digital imaging is the ability to change the appearance of
an image after you acquire it. Nexus DR provides many different ways to do this, from basic
brightness and contrast adjustments to complete reprocessing.
This section guides you through use of the basic image adjustments, such as brightness and
contrast (window and level), inverting contrast, and image orientation. You can also magnify
the image displayed on Nexus DR without changing the image sent to archive or printing. This
zoom and pan feature is useful when adding measurements to an image.

Adjusting window (contrast) and level (brightness)
Nexus DR provides the ability to adjust the contrast and brightness of images for improved
quality.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
Procedure
1. Select the Window/Level icon in the toolbar.
The button is typically enabled by default. The icon is colored light blue when the feature is
enabled.
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2. Place the pointer near the middle of the image area.
3. Left-click on the mouse and drag the pointer to adjust brightness and contrast.
Figure 46: Adjust the window (contrast) and level (brightness) of the image

Adjusting window level (brightness) — ROI
You can adjust the brightness of a specific region of interest (ROI) in an image using the
Window/Level ROI tool.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
Procedure
1. Select the Window/Level ROI icon in the toolbar.

2. Place the pointer near the region of interest.
3. Click and drag the mouse to draw a box around the region of interest.
A green box indicating the region of interest displays.
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4. Release the mouse button or lift finger from touch screen.
The window (contrast) and level (brightness) of the image is optimized for the selected
ROI.
Figure 47: Draw a Region of Interest (ROI) on the image

Applying scatter correction with vSharp
Prerequisites
®

vSharp must be enabled in Settings Mode to be available in Review Mode.
About this task
vSharp is the scatter correction feature of Nexus DR. This post-processing feature can
temporarily change image quality by removing data from an image that is determined to be the
result of scatter radiation.
Typically, vSharp does not use a grid. Instead, it takes removes a portion of the data hitting the
panel using an algorithm during post-processing.
This feature can be enabled or disabled for the system, but it must be applied manually to
each image.
Procedure
1. Open the image that you want to apply vSharp® to.
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2. Click vS in the tool bar.

complete.

The progress bar is displayed until the scatter correction process is

Inverting the contrast of an image
You can reverse the gray scale of an image using the Invert tool.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
Procedure
Click on the Invert icon in the toolbar. The gray scale of the image reverses immediately.

To return to the original contrast polarity, click the same button again or click the Revert
icon (curved blue arrow) to restore the image to its default appearance.

Enabling or disabling grid suppression
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
About this task
Grid suppression can be enabled or disabled manually in Review Mode.
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Procedure
Click the Grid Suppression tool in the toolbar.

Changing the orientation of an image
You can rotate images in 90-degree increments as needed using the clockwise or
counterclockwise tools.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
Procedure
Click the image rotation icons to rotate the image in 90-degree increments, clockwise or
counterclockwise, as desired.

Flipping an image
You can flip images horizontally or vertically as needed.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
Procedure
Click the image flip icons to reverse an image across the center axis, horizontally or
vertically, as desired.
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Using the Zoom and Pan tool
You can magnify and pan across an image to examine it more clearly using the Zoom and
Pan tool.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
About this task
Note: The Zoom and Pan feature is strictly a magnification of the
image displayed on Nexus DR. It does not change the appearance of
the image sent to archive devices or printers.
Procedure
1. Click the Zoom icon in the toolbar.

The Zoom sub-menu displays to the left of the icon.
Figure 48: Select the magnifying glass to use Zoom features

2. Select the desired magnification.
The image retains the last zoom level until you perform one of the following actions:
• Select a different image.
• Close the patient session.

Shutters and image size
Adjusting the size or shape of shutters will cut off any part of the image that is outside of the
shuttered area. Choosing to select a predefined image size or use Fit-to-Screen can affect the
amount of magnification applied to an image. Review this information before adjusting these
attributes.
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By default, Nexus DR automatically detects the position of beam collimation and places a
rectangular boundary that aligns with the collimation. The image enclosed within the boundary
is subject to all the image processing functions of the software, while the area outside the
boundary is overlaid with black. This dark overlay is called the shutters.
By matching collimation, the shutters generally enclose a rectangular image by default. You
can adjust the size or shape of this rectangular area, or reset both the size and shape to any
area enclosed by up to 8 points. As with the default shutters, the area outside of the shape
defined by the points will be overlaid in black.
The size of the image displayed on the screen depends on your system configuration. Two
features can contribute to the size of an image: Fit-to-Screen (FTS) and the Image Size
dimensions. While FTS is the default behavior of the system, you can mitigate its effect on
images using predefined Image Size dimensions, which limit the amount of magnification
applied to the anatomy. The table below details the expected behavior with and without
predefined Image Size configuration. You must consider these expectations when making
adjustments to the shutters or image size.
Table 9: Effect of Predefined Image Size Function on Image Size
Predefined
Image Size

Expected behavior of displayed image

Enabled

The shuttered area is automatically centered within the predefined Image Size area,
which is then centered in the image area and scaled to the largest size that will fit in the
image area. Changing the shutter shape or size does not affect the size of the anatomy
in the image. However, shuttered area that is outside of the predefined Image Size area
is cut off.

Disabled

The shuttered image is automatically centered in the image area and scaled to the
largest size that will fit in the image area. Changing the size or shape of the shutter
can affect the size of the displayed anatomy. Very small shutter areas, such as when
imaging fingers or toes, can result in dramatically enlarged anatomy as that small area is
enlarged to fit the image area.

Important: Any shuttered area outside of the configured Image Size is cropped from the
image and is not visible. Any such area will NOT be sent to archives or printers. If you cannot
reduce the size of the shutters to fit within the Image Size area, then you must increase the
Image Size dimensions to encompass the entire shuttered area

Prerequisites for adjusting shutters and image size
These prerequisites must be met before you can adjust the shutters or image size of an
acquisition.
These prerequisites apply to adjusting and replacing shutters, and changing the size of an
image.
• Open an existing patient study
• Acquire an image from the Worklist tab
• Acquire an image from the patient study
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Shutters and image size — controls and fields
Adjusting and replacing shutters, and changing the image size require the use of the tools and
image areas of the interface.
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Shutters are adjusted in the image area using the Shutters and Image Size tools located in the
Crop window.
Figure 49: Shutter and ROI adjustment tools and components

Item

Description

1

The edge of the detector active area is visible when adjusting image
size and cropping.

2

Visible only when predefined Image Size is enabled on your system
and when image size is smaller than 14”x17”. Example shown is
11”x14”.
Defines the area of the “image”. Area outside of this border is cropped.
This is the area that will be scaled to fit the image area when you exit
the cropping tool.
The dimensions of this boundary are defined in the Image Size
settings. The boundary is automatically centered on the shutter area
(4). Image area between the Image Size boundary and the shutter
outline is filled black when you close the cropping tool.

3

The shading created by the collimator blades in the X-ray beam.
Visible only when the X-ray beam is collimated to a size smaller than
the active image area of the detector.

4

The outline of the digital shutters. All image area outside of this area
will become black when you exit the cropping tool. This shape can be
rectangular, as shown above, or any shape defined by up to 8 points
by using the polygon shutter mode.

Note: When using polygon shutter mode, do not position any part of
the shutter outline outside of the Image Size boundary. Only that area
of the image that is within BOTH the shutter outline and the Image
Size boundary will be displayed. For best results, position the shutter
vertex points first, then adjust the size of the image to encompass the
shutters.
Note: Image rotation and flipping are temporarily removed from the
image when you are adjusting the shutter or image size. They will be
reapplied automatically when you close the cropping tool.
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Adjusting the shutters
The shutters on an image can be adjusted using the tools in the Crop window. The window is
displayed when you select Crop from the review toolbar.
Prerequisites
• See Prerequisites for adjusting shutters and image size on page 84.
• Review Shutters and image size on page 83.
Procedure
1. Click Crop.

The Crop window is displayed. The menu contains the Shutters and (if enabled) Image
Size sub-menus. The appropriate shutter edit mode (rectangular or polygonal) selected by
default. The image area also changes to show the entire area of the detector, the yellow
outline of the current shutters, the shading of the collimator (if present), and the shading of
the image size boundary (if Image Size is enabled).
2. In the image area, click on vertex points (yellow squares along the shutter outline) and
drag to reshape the shutter area. Repeat this step to reposition other points as desired.
If predefined Image Size is enabled on your system, the shaded Image Size boundary will
also move as you position the new shutters.
3. If enabled, use the Width and Height drop-down menus to change the Image Size as
necessary.
4. If desired, click the Recalculate EI button to update the Exposure Index value to reflect the
new shutter area.

You can recalculate EI if an abnormal value displays unexpectedly.
5. Click Close.
The new shutter is applied.

Replacing the existing shutters with rectangular shutters
The existing shutters on an image can be replaced with rectangular shutters as needed.
Prerequisites
• See Prerequisites for adjusting shutters and image size on page 84.
• Review Shutters and image size on page 83.
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Procedure
1. Click Crop.

The Crop window is displayed. The menu contains the Shutters and (if enabled) Image
Size sub-menus. The appropriate shutter edit mode (rectangular or polygonal) selected by
default. The image area also changes to show the entire area of the detector, the yellow
outline of the current shutters, the shading of the collimator (if present), and the shading of
the image size boundary (if Image Size is enabled).
2. Click Clear Shutter.

3. Click OK.
The existing shutter outline is removed from the image area. If predefined Image Size is
enabled, the shaded Image Size boundary will be centered in the image area until you
begin to place the new shutter.
4. Click Rectangular Shutter.

5. In the image area, position the cursor where you’d like to place one corner of the rectangle
and click at that location.
6. Move the mouse diagonally to position the opposite corner and click again.
As you drag to create the rectangle, a preview outline illustrates the size of the new
shutters before you click at the second corner position. If predefined Image Size is enabled
on your system, the shaded Image Size boundary will also move as you position the new
shutters.
7. If you need to adjust any vertex of the new shutter, click the vertex you wish to move and
drag it to a new position, then release the mouse button.
8. If desired, click the Recalculate EI button to update the Exposure Index value to reflect the
new shutter area.

You can recalculate EI if an abnormal value displays unexpectedly.
9. Click Close.
The new shutter is applied.

Replacing the existing shutters with polygonal shutters
The existing shutters on an image can be replaced with polygonal shutters as needed.
Prerequisites
• See Prerequisites for adjusting shutters and image size on page 84.
• Review Shutters and image size on page 83.
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Procedure
1. Click Crop.

The Crop window is displayed. The menu contains the Shutters and (if enabled) Image
Size sub-menus. The appropriate shutter edit mode (rectangular or polygonal) selected by
default. The image area also changes to show the entire area of the detector, the yellow
outline of the current shutters, the shading of the collimator (if present), and the shading of
the image size boundary (if Image Size is enabled).
2. Click Clear Shutter.

3. Click OK.
The existing shutter outline is removed from the image area. If predefined Image Size is
enabled, the shaded Image Size boundary will be centered in the image area until you
begin to place the new shutter.
4. Click Polygonal Shutter.
5. In the image area, position the cursor where you’d like to place the first point, and click to
begin the polygon outline.
6. Move the mouse to the next location and click to place the point.
The preview outline updates in real time as you move the mouse to place points. You
can place up to 8 points. To complete a polygon with fewer than 8 points, double-click at
the last desired vertex location. If predefined Image Size is enabled on your system, the
shaded Image Size boundary will also move as you position the new shutters.
7. If you need to adjust any vertex of the new shutter, click the vertex you wish to move and
drag it to a new position, then release the mouse button.
8. If desired, click the Recalculate EI button to update the Exposure Index value to reflect the
new shutter area.

You can recalculate EI if an abnormal value displays unexpectedly.
9. Click Close.
The new shutter is applied.

Changing the image size
If enabled, you can use a predefined image size to adjust the size of an image. Predefined
image sizes can help offset the amount of magnification applied to an image by Fit-to-Screen.
Prerequisites
• See Prerequisites for adjusting shutters and image size on page 84.
• The predefined image size must be enabled to complete this task.
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About this task
Note: These instructions apply only when predefined image size is
enabled. The controls used in this section are not displayed in the
crop sub-menu when predefined image size is disabled.
Procedure
1. Click Crop.

The Crop window is displayed. The menu contains the Shutters and (if enabled) Image
Size sub-menus. The appropriate shutter edit mode (rectangular or polygonal) selected by
default. The image area also changes to show the entire area of the detector, the yellow
outline of the current shutters, the shading of the collimator (if present), and the shading of
the image size boundary (if Image Size is enabled).
2. To change the width of the image, click the Width drop-down menu and select a new
dimension.

The shaded boundary of the Image Size changes to reflect the new dimension.
3. To change the height of the image, click the Height drop-down menu and select a new
dimension.
The shaded boundary of the Image Size changes to reflect the new dimension.
4. Review the new Image Size boundary.
Any area within the shutters that is NOT within the ROI will not appear in the image.
5. Click Close.
The new image size is applied.

Adjusting Automatic Image Enhancement processing
Automatic Image Enhancement (AIE) is a complex processing engine for DR imaging. An
image processed with AIE can be altered in two ways. Typically, you can move the slider in the
image processing sub-menu to make adjustments quickly and easily.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
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About this task
In some cases, however, the contents, shape, or angle of the anatomy requires a completely
different set of processing parameters. In such cases, you may need to change the anatomy
profile to obtain the desired image quality.
Procedure
1. Click the Advanced Image Processing icon.

2. In the Advanced Image Processing window, click and drag the slider left or right to adjust
the image until you achieve the desired image appearance.
Figure 50: Adjust processing with the AIE Level slider

Move the slider left to soften
the image
and blur details.
(AIE Level -4 shown)

AIE Level 0 (zero) provides a
balance of contrast
and detail enhancement.
(AIE Level 0 shown)

Move the slider right to
increase contrast
and sharpen details.
(AIE Level 4 shown)

Note: Adjustments applied with the slider are applied immediately.
You are not required to manually save changes made with the
slider.
3. If the range of the slider is insufficient to obtain the desired image characteristics, see
Correcting insufficient slider range for AIE processing on page 91.
4. If the preview image displays properly, but the fully processed image appears all white or
all black, you may need to reprocess the image with the selected ROI. See Reprocessing
the image with the selected ROI on page 92.

Correcting insufficient slider range for AIE processing
When the range of the slider is insufficient to obtain the desired image characteristics, apply a
new profile for image processing.
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Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
Procedure
1. Select the New Settings tab in the Advanced Image Processing sub-menu.

2. Select an alternate anatomical profile by selecting options from the Region, Exam, and
Position drop-down menus.
3. After selecting the new profile, click Reprocess to apply the new profile to the image.
Repeat the process using different anatomy selections until the image appears as desired.

4. When the image appears as desired, or nearly so, click Save to add a copy of the image,
with the new processing, to the open study.

5. Optional: If desired, you can further refine the image by completing these steps:
a)Select the new image in the views listed on the right side of the screen
b)Click the Advanced Image Processing icon in the Advanced Image Processing
window, and use the slider to further refine the image.

Reprocessing the image with the selected ROI
If the preview image displays properly, but the fully processed image appears all white or all
black, you may need to reprocess the image with the selected ROI.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
Procedure
1. Redraw the ROI in the desired shape (typically the collimated area) by clicking and
dragging the mouse on the image.
2. Click Reprocess.
Nexus DR applies new image processing based on the manually drawn region of interest.
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Showing or hiding the overlay
The Show/Hide Overlay icon at the bottom of the toolbar toggles display of the overlay
information configured in Service Mode. The Exposure Index (EI) and Deviation Index (DI)
values for the image display by default.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
Procedure
Click the Show/Hide icon to toggle the overlay off and on.

Stitching images
Prerequisites
• Ensure that any composite images are created only from acquired images that have
been produced with the correct protocol. See About stitching on page 96 for
information about protocols and tips for stitching images.
• All of the images to be stitched must be acquired before stitching begins.
About this task
Two to four related images can be stitched together to create a composite image. After images
have been stitched together, the composite image can be saved and stored as a DICOM file
for further analysis.
Caution: Composite images should not be used for other diagnostic
purposes.
Caution: The algorithm for stitching reconstruction is specifically
designed for the series of images acquired. Therefore it should
never be used for reconstruction of other types of images or other
anatomical regions. In clinical practice, the reconstruction or
composite image is intended to be used only as an overview image.
Varex takes no responsibility for the incorrect use of the composite
image, or for the use of a reconstruction method and supported
measurements.
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Procedure
1. In the image list, select the first image in the stitching sequence.

2. Select Stitching.

The display area turns black.
3. You can stitch images in one of the following ways: .
Option

Instructions

Select Add Selected Step

The next position in the list is selected, and the first
image is shown in the display area.
Drag and drop images.

Drag and drop images onto the display area to stitch
them. Each image in the sequence must be selected
manually.

Note: You can delete an image in the sequence by selecting the
image and clicking
4. If necessary, select the next image in the sequence.
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5. Select Add Selected Step.
The image is stitched to the first image.
6. Repeat steps 4 on page 94 and 5 on page 95 as necessary until all the desired
images are stitched.
Up to four images can be stitched together.
7. If necessary, you can make the follow adjustments to the images:
Icon

Description
Window Width & Level: Select this tool to adjust the
contrast (window) and brightness (level) of the image
by dragging the mouse in the image.
This control reverses the polarity of the image.
Blend Method. Use this tool to adjust areas where
the images of a composite image overlap. Select this
tool and select the desired option from the Blend
Method Options drop-down list:

Select the desired option from the list: A: Linear
Interpolation: Blend using an absolute difference
value between two images. This option is designed to
enhance the visibility of misregistration during image
adjustment. Note: It may help to adjust the window/
level to enhance the overlapped area. B. Minimum:
Blend on a pixel-by-pixel basis by selecting the least
dense values from the two images. C. Maximum:
Blend on a pixel-by-pixel basis by selecting the
densest values from the two images. D. Average.
Zoom Tool: This control allows you to change the
scaling of the image displayed on the screen.
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8. If necessary, the position of the images can be adjusted.
a)Select the Positioning Tool.
The Adjust Position of Selected Images window opens.
b)Select the image to move.

c) Select the arrows to move the image to the desired position.
9. When stitching is complete, select Save.

Note: The stitched image is displayed at this point. This figure is
intended only to show the location of the Save icon.
After the stitched image is saved, it is displayed in the shot list.
10. Select Stitching to turn off stitching mode.

About stitching
With Nexus DR, a single composite image can be constructed from a series of X-ray images
specifically taken for this purpose. Composite images can be used for evaluating gross
anatomy, typically long anatomical parts such as extremities or the spine.
Caution: Composite images should not be used for other diagnostic
purposes.
Caution: The algorithm for stitching reconstruction is specifically
designed for the series of images acquired. Therefore it should
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never be used for reconstruction of other types of images or other
anatomical regions. In clinical practice, the reconstruction or
composite image is intended to be used only as an overview image.
Varex takes no responsibility for the incorrect use of the composite
image, or for the use of a reconstruction method and supported
measurements.
Acquisition protocol
A well-defined protocol must be followed when stitching images using Nexus DR because the
algorithm used to create a composite image assumes that the correct acquisition protocol has
been followed. It is not possible to determine whether all of the protocol requirements have
been met when stitching images, so it is the operator's responsibility to ensure that all of the
images used in the composite are acquired using the correct protocol.
Tips for acquiring images for stitching
Use the following tips for acquiring images for stitching. These tips address image variation
that cannot be addressed during the stitching process.
• Overlap acquisitions approximately 3cm to 7cm (1in to 2.8in).
• Use the same collimation for every image to be stitched.
• Limit or eliminate patient movement between acquisitions.

Reverting an image to the default appearance
After making changes to the appearance of an image, such as window and level, contrast
reversal, rotation, or edge enhancement, you can return the image to its default appearance
with a single click.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for adjusting images on page 78.
About this task
The default appearance of an image is established when you view the image for the first time
during a patient session. This generally occurs when you acquire a new image in Acquire
Mode. When you revert an image to its default appearance, all changes applied during that
session are removed.
Procedure
Click Revert at the top of the Review toolbar.
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Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100
Placing preset annotations on page 100
Creating, reorganizing, and deleting preset annotations on page 101
Placing custom text annotations on page 106
Editing text annotations on page 107
Deleting text annotations from images on page 108
Placing custom pointers on page 109
Editing custom pointers on page 113
Deleting custom pointers on page 114
Calibrating an image for measurements on page 115
Measurements with two or more points on page 117
Measuring length or width using two points on page 117
Measuring distance using three or more points on page 119
Measuring angles in an image on page 120
Measuring Cobb angles on page 121
Taking leg measurements on page 124
Editing measurement annotations on page 127
Deleting measurement annotations on page 128
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Nexus DR provides annotation tools that allow you to place text and measurements on images you
acquire. You can place text quickly using predefined annotations or you can enter custom text with
the keyboard. Measurements can also be placed quickly by dragging and dropping them onto the
image in the desired location.
This chapter guides you through measuring and annotating images acquired with Nexus DR.

Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images
These prerequisites must be met before you measure and annotate images.
Prerequisites
To work with an image (make measurements, add annotations, print, archive, etc.), the study
containing the image must be open in review mode. Use one of the following methods for
opening a patient study in review mode:
• Open an existing patient study
• Acquire an image from the Worklist tab
• Acquire an image from the patient study
Maximum number of annotations
An image can contain no more than 9 annotations. If 9 annotations exist in an image, one must
be removed before a new annotation can be added.
Requirements for image calibration
When calibrating an image for measurement, ensure that the following information has been
reviewed and any prerequisites met:
• For best results, the image to be measured must be calibrated using the measurement
calibration tool.
• When calibrating an image for measurement, the selected image must contain an object
of known size, such as a lead marker or catheter. If the selected image does not contain
such an object, the default measurement dimension must be used.

Placing preset annotations
Preset annotations are text markers configured for frequent use. Nexus DR provides a set of
commonly-used predefined annotations, such as Left, Right, and positions such as Supine and
Decub (Decubitus). These annotations can be placed on an image as needed.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
About this task
Note: The default set of predefined annotations can be modified as
needed. See Creating, reorganizing, and deleting preset annotations
on page 101.
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Procedure
1. Click the Annotations icon.

The Annotations window displays.
Figure 51: Annotations window

2. Select the preset annotation.
If needed, scroll to see all options.
3. Click and drag the annotation from the menu to the desired position in the image area, then
release the mouse button at the desired location.
4. To reposition the annotation, click and drag the annotation to a new location.
Note: Annotations are saved automatically when they are placed
in the image area. You do not need to save new annotations.

Creating, reorganizing, and deleting preset annotations
To customize the list of predefined annotations for your site, you can add annotations to the
list, re-organize existing annotations, or remove unused annotations.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
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Procedure
Complete the following tasks as needed:
• Create a preset annotation
• Change the order of preset annotations
• Remove a preset annotation

Creating preset annotations
Annotations can be added to the list of preset annotations as needed.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
Procedure
1. Click the Annotations icon.

The Annotations window displays.
Figure 52: Annotations window
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2. Click Edit.

The Preset Annotations list expands to include management buttons beneath the list.
Figure 53: Expanded Predefined Annotations list

3. Click Add.

4. Enter the desired text.
5. Click OK.
The new text appears at the bottom of the Preset Annotations list.
6. Click Close.

Changing the order of preset annotations
The order preset annotations appear in the list can be changed to fit the needs of your site. For
example, it might be preferable to place the most commonly used annotations near the top of
the list or perhaps an alphabetical listing is preferred.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
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Procedure
1. Click the Annotations icon.

The Annotations window displays.
Figure 54: Annotations window

2. Click Edit.

The Preset Annotations list expands to include management buttons beneath the list.
Figure 55: Expanded Predefined Annotations list
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3. Select an annotation in the list.
4. Use the up and down arrows to move the selected item in the list.

Tip: Place annotations used most often near the top of the list for
easy access.
5. Click Close.

Deleting preset annotations from the list
When it is determined that a preset annotation is no longer needed, it can be removed from
the system; however, it remains in any images that it was previously placed in.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
Procedure
1. Click the Annotations icon.

The Annotations window displays.
Figure 56: Annotations window
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2. Click Edit.

The Preset Annotations list expands to include management buttons beneath the list.
Figure 57: Expanded Predefined Annotations list

3. Select an annotation in the list.
4. Click Remove.

The text no longer appears in the list.
5. Click Close.

Placing custom text annotations
When you need to place text that is not configured in predefined annotations, you can place a
custom text annotation. Custom annotations text markers are configured for a one-time use.
They are not added to the list of preset annotations. Custom text annotations can be up to 30
characters.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
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Procedure
1. Click the Annotations icon.

The Annotations window displays.
2. Click the Custom Annotations icon.

The Custom Annotation text window displays.
Figure 58: Enter your custom annotation in the text box

3. Enter the desired text into the text box.
The new annotation appears at the center of the image.
4. Click the plus (+) button to add the text to the image.
5. Click Close.
6. Click and drag the new annotation to the desired location, and release the mouse button.
7. Optional: Edit the font size, color, orientation, or position of the annotation.

Editing text annotations
The appearance of text annotations can be changed as necessary. The content of a text
annotation cannot be altered. Instead, it must be deleted and recreated.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
About this task
If the selected image does not contain an editable annotation, the buttons used in this
procedure are not available.
Procedure
1. Click the Annotations icon.

The Annotations window displays.
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2. Click the annotation you wish to modify.
A border appears around the selected annotation. The Edit Annotations window appears.

3. Make the desired changes to the annotation text:
• Use the font size buttons to increase or decrease the size of the text.

• Select a color from the Pen Color drop-down menu.
• Select the annotation. Then, click and drag the X marker in the top-right corner of the
border to rotate it.
4. Click Close.

Deleting text annotations from images
Text annotations can be deleted from images as needed.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
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Procedure
1. Click the Annotations icon.
The Annotations window displays.

2. Complete the following tasks as needed:
Options
Delete all text annotations from the image.

Instructions
1. Click Delete All to permanently remove all text
annotations from the image.

A confirmation message is displayed.
2. Click OK.
Delete the selected annotation from the image.

1. Click on the annotation.
2. Click Delete.

A confirmation message is displayed.
3. Click OK.

Note: Any measurements deleted in error must be recreated.

Placing custom pointers
Custom pointers can be placed, moved, and resized on an image as needed.
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About this task
Text can also be added to custom pointers.
Procedure
1. In Review Mode, select Annotations from the toolbar.
The Annotations window is displayed.
Figure 59: Annotations tool and window
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2. In the Annotations window, select Add Pointer.
A text box is displayed on the screen with the pointer.
Figure 60: Pointer and text box

3. If desired, type text into the text box, and select OK. Otherwise, leave the box empty and
select OK.
If text was added to the box, text is added to the arrow, and achored to the end of the
pointer. If no text is typed into the box, the box does not display.
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4. To move the arrow, hover over the middle of the pointer until the cursor changes, then click
and drag the arrow to the desired location.
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5. To change the length or angle of the arrow, click and hold on one end of the pointer and
drag it to the size and angle desired.

6. Click Save.

Editing custom pointers
Pointers can be edited after being placed on an image.
Procedure
1. Open the image containing the pointer you want to edit.
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2. Complete the following tasks as desired:
Options

Instructions

Edit the size or angle of the pointer.

1. Select the pointer.
2. Click and drag the end of the pointer to its new
location.

Edit the text attached to the pointer.

1. Double-click the text box.
2. Edit the text as necessary.
3. Click OK.

Remove the text.

1. Double-click the text box.
2. Delete the text.
3. Click OK.

Move the pointer and text.

1. Select the pointer.
2. Hover over the middle of the pointer.
3. Click and drag the pointer to its new location. The
text box moves with the pointer.

Move the text independently of the pointer.

1. Hover over the text box until the cursor changes.
2. Click and drag the text box to its new location.
The pointer does not move with the text.

3. When you have completed your edits, select Close in the Annotations window.
4. Click Save.

Deleting custom pointers
Pointers can be deleted from images if necessary.
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Procedure
1. To delete the pointer, ensure that it is selected in the image, and select Delete in the
Annotations window.

The following message is displayed:

2. Select OK.
The pointer is deleted from the image.
3. Click Save.

Calibrating an image for measurements
Nexus DR has the ability to improve the accuracy of measurements by calibrating to an object
of known size, and then using the calibration in its measurement tools.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
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About this task
By default, measurements made in images acquired in Nexus DR use the physical
characteristics of the detector to approximate distances. Due to geometric magnification
inherent to the X-ray beam, default measurements based on the detector can include a
significant degree of error.
To improve the accuracy of measurements, you can calibrate Nexus DR to an object of known
size in the image, such as a lead marker or catheter. The measurement tools will then use
this calibrated value to approximate image measurements. The calibration will automatically
update any distance measurements in the image that were made prior to calibration.
While calibration can improve the accuracy of measurements in Nexus DR, all measurements
made in Nexus DR remain approximations due to variations in the X-ray beam, user
placement of measuring points, and positioning of the anatomy.
Note: When you have calibrated to an object that is 5French
(1.67mm) or larger, carefully placed measurements in Nexus DR are
accurate to within 10%. In order to achieve accuracy to within 10%,
you MUST calibrate to an object in the image.
Procedure
1. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the toolbar.

The Measurement sub-menu displays.

2. Select the Calibrate tab.
3. In the image area, click on one edge of the calibration object, such as a lead marker or
catheter.
4. Move the mouse to the opposite edge of the object and click again to create a line that
represents the known dimension (e.g. width, length, diameter).
A line appears between the two points you identified, and the Value input in the
Calibration tab appears near the line.
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5. Set the reference distance using one of the following methods:
• For calibrating to a catheter, select the French unit in the calibration sub-menu and
enter the size of the catheter into the Value field.
• If you are calibrating to any other object, set the Unit option to “mm” (millimeters) and
enter the known dimension of the object into the millimeters field.
Figure 61: EXAMPLE: Calibrating an image for measurements

In this example, the diameter of the circle in the technologist’s lead marker is known to be 20mm. U
the calibration tool, click on the two points identified in the inlay to create a line across the diameter
circle. In the Set Calibration window, enter 20mm as the reference distance. The image is now calib
for measurements.

6. Return to the Measure tab to perform measurements on the image.

Measurements with two or more points
Simple, straight-line measurements can be made using a two-point measurement. For more
complex shapes, a multipoint measurement approach might be preferable.
The 2-point measurement creates a straight line from one
point to the other, while the multipoint measurement creates
segments between the points and provides a total distance.
Both methods use the default reference distance based
on the detector or, if the image has been calibrated, the
reference distance set with the measurement calibration tool.

When you have calibrated to an object that is 5French (1.67mm) or larger, carefully placed
measurements in Nexus DR are accurate to within 10%. In order to achieve accuracy to within
10%, you MUST calibrate to an object in the image.
For information about measurement calibration, see Calibrating an image for measurements
on page 115.

Measuring length or width using two points
Use the 2-point mode to measure a simple dimension, such as length or width. The 2-point
measurement provides the distance between a starting point and an end point.
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Prerequisites
• See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
• See Measurements with two or more points on page 117.
About this task
To measure complex dimensions such as the length of a curved object or a circumference, see
Measuring distance using three or more points on page 119.
Procedure
1. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the toolbar.

The Measurement sub-menu displays.

2. Click the 2-point Measurement icon, if not selected by default.
The button is highlighted with blue when enabled.

3. In the image area, click on a location to set the starting point.
4. Move the mouse to another location and click again to set the end point.
A line appears between the two points you identified, and the calculated distance is
displayed next to the starting point.
Note: Measurements are saved automatically when they are
placed or edited. You do not need to save new measurements or
changes to existing measurements.
5. If you need to reposition the measurement text, click on the text and drag it to a new
location near the associated line.
6. Edit the points of the measurement line, or change the color of the line and text for better
visibility.
7. Click Close.
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Measuring distance using three or more points
Use the multipoint mode to measure a complex dimension, such as the length of a curved
object or the circumference of an object. The multipoint measurement provides a total distance
between a starting point and an end point, passing through midpoints.
Prerequisites
• See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
• See Measurements with two or more points on page 117.
About this task
To measure a simple dimension with the 2-point mode, see Measuring length or width using
two points on page 117.
Procedure
1. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the toolbar.

The Measurement sub-menu displays.

2. Select the Multipoint icon.
The button is highlighted with blue when enabled.

3. In the image area, click on a location to set the starting point.
4. Click at new locations to create mid-points along the path you wish to measure.
You may create as many mid-points as necessary to measure the desired path.
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5. Double-click to create the end point of the measurement.
The total distance from the starting point to the end point, through all midpoints, displays
next to the starting point.
Note: Measurements are saved automatically when they are
placed or edited. You do not need to save new measurements or
changes to existing measurements.
6. If you need to reposition the measurement text, click on the text and drag it to a new
location near the associated line.
7. Optional: Edit the points of the measurement line, or change the color of the line and text
for better visibility.
8. Click Close.

Measuring angles in an image
You can use the angle measurement tool to approximate angles in Nexus DR.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
About this task
This tool uses a 3-point line to represent an angle and displays the internal angle in degrees
next to the midpoint.
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Procedure
1. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the toolbar.

The Measurement sub-menu displays.

2. Select the Angle Measurement icon.
The button is highlighted with blue when enabled.

3. In the image area, click on a location to set the starting point.
4. Click at a new location to create the mid-point, or vertex, of the angle.
5. Click at the final location to create an angle with the two line segments.
The angle measurement displays next to the vertex.
Note: Measurements are saved automatically when they are
placed or edited. You do not need to save new measurements or
changes to existing measurements.
6. If you need to reposition the measurement text, click on the text and drag it to a new
location near the angle.
7. Edit the points of the measurement line, or change the color of the line and text for better
visibility.
8. Click Close.

Measuring Cobb angles
About this task
Nexus DR provides the capability to measure Cobb angles for patients with or suspected of
having scoliosis.
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Procedure
1. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the toolbar. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the
toolbar.

The Measurement sub-menu displays.

2. Select the Cobb Angle icon.
3. Click on the image and draw the first segment of the angle.
4. Click on the image again and draw the second segment of the angle.
The degree of curvature is displayed on the image.
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5. Repeat steps 3 on page 122 and 4 on page 122 as necessary to draw additional
angles.
The lines for each angle are displayed differently. See A (solid lines), B (dotted lines), and
C (dashed lines) in the following image.
Figure 62: Image with three Cobb angles: A, B, and C
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6. If possible, you can include the apex of the angle on the image by clicking an end point
of the first segment and dragging the mouse to draw the second segment to the desired
angle.
Figure 63: EXAMPLE ONLY: Cobb angle on image

Taking leg measurements
Prerequisites
Review Important areas, length, and angles for leg measurements on page 126.
About this task
To create a leg measurement, define the most important areas and then create tangents. The
measurements are displayed on the screen.
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Procedure
1. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the toolbar.

The Measurement sub-menu displays.

2. Select the Leg Measurement icon.
3. Click the center point of the head of the femur.
Point A is placed where you clicked.
4. Drag the mouse to the center point of the neck of the femur and click.
Point B is placed on the image, and a line is drawn between the first and second points.
5. Drag the mouse to the center point of the kneecap and click.
Point C is placed on the image, and a line is drawn from the neck of the femur to the
kneecap.
6. Complete one of the following steps as needed:
Options
Add point D to the image and add tangent lines to
the measurement.

Instructions
1. Drag the mouse to the center point of the ankle
and click once.
Note: Clicking twice completes
the measurement and additional
lines cannot be added.
2. Proceed to the next step.

Add point D to the image and complete the
measurement without adding tangent lines.

Drag the mouse to the center point of the ankle and
click twice. Point D is added to the image, and a
line is drawn from the kneecap to the ankle. The
measurement is complete.

7. Click point C and drag the mouse to draw a segment at a tangent to the bottom of the
femur.
The tangent line is placed on the image.
8. Click point C again, draw a segment at a tangent to the bottom of the tibia.
The tangent line is placed on the image.
9. To adjust points, click and hold on a point, and drag it to the new location.
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Important areas, length, and angles for leg measurements
The leg measurement feature enables you to measure the length and angles of the legs in
relation to specific anatomical points of the legs.
Anatomical points
Point

Anatomy

A

Center of the femur head

B

Center of the femur neck

C

Center of the knee

D

Center of the ankle
Segments

Tan1

Femoral tangent

Tan2

Tibial tangent

Length measurements
Axis

Description

A-B

Axis of the femur neck

B-C

Anatomical femoral axis
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Axis

Description

C-D

Anatomical tibial axis

A-C

Mechanical femoral axis

A-D

Mechanical femoral axis

Angle measurements
Angle

Description

Alfa 1

Angle between A-B and B-C

Alfa 2

Angle between B-C and Tan1

Alfa 3

Angle between A-C and Tan1

Alfa 4

Angle between B-C and C-D

Alfa 5

Angle between A-C and C-D

Alfa 6

Angle between A-C and Tan2

Editing measurement annotations
After creating a measurement annotation, you can edit the length of the line, the position of
mid-points (multi-point and angle measurements only), or the color of the measurement line
and text.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
About this task
For information about editing text and pointer annotations, see Editing text annotations on
page 107.
If the selected image does not contain an editable annotation, the buttons used in this
procedure are not available.
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Procedure
1. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the toolbar.

The Measurement sub-menu displays.

2. Click on the measurement.
A border appears around the measurement text, and orange dots mark points in the
measurement.
3. Complete the following tasks as needed:
Options
Move a point in a measurement.

Instructions
Click on the point and drag it to a new location.
The measurement is automatically recalculated after
you reposition a midpoint or endpoint.

Move the line of a measurement.

Click on the line and drag it to a new location.
The line and the measurement text are moved
together. The length or shape of the measurement
and the distance or angle measured remain
unchanged.

Improve the visibility of a measurement.

Change the color of the line and text by selecting the
desired color from the Pen Color drop-down menu.

Increase or decrease the measurement font size.

Click the Increase or Decrease buttons.

Measurements are saved automatically when they are placed or edited. You do not need to
save new measurements or changes to existing measurements.
4. Click Close.

Deleting measurement annotations
Measurement annotations can be deleted from images as needed.
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Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for measuring and annotating images on page 100.
Procedure
1. Click the Measurement Ruler icon in the toolbar.

The Measurement sub-menu displays.

2. Complete the following tasks as needed:
Options
Delete all measurement annotations from the
image.

Instructions
1. Click Delete All to permanently remove all
measurement annotations from the image.

A confirmation message is displayed.
2. Click OK.
Delete the selected annotation from the image.

1. Click on the annotation.
2. Click Delete.

A confirmation message is displayed.
3. Click OK.

Note: Any measurements deleted in error must be recreated.
Note: Deleting measurements does NOT delete or remove the
measurement calibration, if performed.
3. Click Close.
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6
Archiving and Printing Images
Contents
•
•
•
•

Prerequisites for archiving and printing images on page 132
Archiving images on page 132
Printing images on page 141
Reviewing and controlling the DICOM queue on page 144
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Nexus DR provides image acquisition and processing features, but it does not provide long-term
storage of patient or image data. Consequently, Nexus DR includes a set of DICOM features that
you will use to send patient studies to various devices for review and archiving.
Note: If your service provider has not installed an archive or printing
device on your system, the icons discussed in this section may not display
and you may not have access to the associated functions.

Prerequisites for archiving and printing images
These prerequisites must be met before you can archive or print images.
Prerequisites
• The study to be archived must contain at least one valid image.
• Any post-acquisition processing, annotations, or measurements must be complete
• If you are using Urgent Send or any other method in which you are archiving images to
a DICOM server, a DICOM server must be configured for the Nexus DR system.
• If you are archiving the study to a USB storage device, the device must be connected to
a USB port on the and, if necessary, powered up.
• If you are exporting images to CD or DVD media, insert a blank disc into the optical drive
of the computer.
• Review Archive — controls and fields on page 134 before archiving images using a
method other than Urgent Send.
Requirements for printing images
• Any post-acquisition processing, annotations, or measurements must be complete.See
Measurements and Annotations on page 99.
• If you are printing images, verify your DICOM printer is available. Your printer must be
installed and configured in Settings Mode during system setup.

Archiving images
Nexus DR provides DICOM functions for sending images to various devices for archiving in a
variety of ways.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for archiving and printing images on page 132.
About this task
Nexus DR provides several different ways to archive images:
•
•
•
•

Archive all unsent images in a study using the Urgent Send feature.
Archive all images in a study.
Archive a group of patient records.
Archive specific images in a study.
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The images can be sent to multiple network archive devices, CD or DVD media, a USB device,
or a local directory on the Nexus DR computer.
Procedure
1. Click the Patient List tab.
2. Complete the following tasks as needed:
Options

Instructions

Archive all unsent images in a study using the
Urgent Send feature.

See Archiving all unsent images in a study on page
136.

Archive all images in a study.

See Archiving all images in a study on page 136.

Archive a group of patient records.

See Archiving a group of patient records on page
138.

Archive specific images in a study.

See Archiving specific images in a study on page
139.

3. Click Next.
The Next icon is located to the right of the Archive icon.

The Archive Patient Images window appears.

4. In the Network Destinations area, select one or more DICOM storage servers.
The archive job is sent to all selected network destinations.
5. Click OK.
You will return to the Patient List.
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6. Click the DICOM Queue icon near the logo at the top of the screen.

The DICOM Queue status window opens. The DICOM Queue status window can be
opened at any time.

Archive — controls and fields
Nexus DR provides a number of optional features when exporting images. Most of the options
are available only when exporting to a local directory or optical media.

The table below details the controls found in the Archive Patient Images window.
Table 10: Options available for network, media, and local export jobs
Area

Field/Control

Network
Destination

Media
Destination
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Location

Availability

Description

All

All configured network DICOM
servers are displayed in this area.
One or more servers can be
selected as the destination of the
archive job.

Local and USB drives
and media

Defines the specific path where
the export job will be saved.
By default, the path is the root
directory of the device selected.
Click Browse to the right of the
field to navigate to the desired

6. Archiving and Printing Images

Area

Field/Control

Availability

Description
path, if other than the root
directory.

Export as

Local and USB drives
and media

Controls whether image
processing is applied to the
exported images.
In nearly all clinical cases, images
will be exported “Processed”,
such that all applicable image
processing is applied during
the export. Unprocessed export
is generally required only for
certain kinds of service or
troubleshooting.
All jobs sent to network archive
devices are exported as
Processed.

Anonymize Patient
Data

Local and USB drives
and media

Removes patient information
during the archive job.
When this option is turned on,
all personally identifiable patient
information is replaced with
unique, random alphanumeric
values. This removes all traces
of the patient’s identity from the
images sent to the destination
device.
Jobs sent to network archive
devices cannot be anonymized.

Export rejected images
only

Local and USB drives
and media

Exports only those images in the
archive job that are marked as
rejected.
This option is available only when
the archive job contains at least
one rejected image.
Rejected images cannot be
exported to network archive
devices.

Close Media?

Local and USB drives
and media

Enable to close media upon
completion of archive.
If you close the media, you cannot
add patient records or images
to it later. Use this option when
the you are ready to identify the
patient on the disc label to ensure
that no other patient images or
data are written to the disc later.
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Area

Field/Control
Eject Media?

Availability
Media
Optical media

Description
Enable to eject media upon
completion of archive.

Archiving all unsent images in a study
Nexus DR provides several different ways to archive images. This section guides you through
sending all unsent images in a study to the DICOM server from Review Mode.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for archiving and printing images on page 132.
Procedure
After all of the prerequisites for archiving the images are met, click the Urgent Send icon in
Review Mode.

Nexus DR sends all unsent images and all images that were reprocessed since last sent to
all default DICOM servers. Multiple DICOM servers can be configured as default servers.

Archiving all images in a study
Procedure
1. Select the desired patient record.
2. Select the study to be archived.
3. Click the Archive icon in the Patient List controls.

The selected study, and its associated patient record in the left column, are marked with a
light blue icon similar to the export icon. This icon indicates that the records are marked for
export.
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4. Click Next.
The Next icon is located to the right of the Archive icon.

The Archive Patient Images window appears.

5. Export the images using one of the following options:
Options

Instructions

Export to a network DICOM storage device.

1. In the Network Destinations area, select one or
more DICOM servers as the destination for the
archive job. The archive job will be sent to all
selected network destinations.
2. Click OK. You will return to the Patient List.

Export to a local drive or media.

1. In the Media Destination area, select the radio
button for the drive, media, or USB drive as the
destination for the archive job. Only one media
destination can be selected at a time.
2. Click Browse and navigate to the directory where
the archive is to be stored.
3. Complete the rest of the fields as needed. See
Archive — controls and fields on page 134.
4. Click OK. You will return to the Patient List.

6. Click the DICOM Queue icon near the logo at the top of the screen.

The DICOM Queue status window opens. The DICOM Queue status window can be
opened at any time.
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Archiving a group of patient records
Procedure
1. Select the first patient record for archival.
2. Click the Archive icon in the Patient List controls.
3. Select additional patient records until all desired patients are marked with the blue archive
icon in the top right each patient tile.
4. Click Next.
The Next icon is located to the right of the Archive icon.

The Archive Patient Images window appears.
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5. Export the images using one of the following options:
Options

Instructions

Export to a network DICOM storage device.

1. In the Network Destinations area, select one or
more DICOM servers as the destination for the
archive job. The archive job will be sent to all
selected network destinations.
2. Click OK. You will return to the Patient List.

Export to a local drive or media.

1. In the Media Destination area, select the radio
button for the drive, media, or USB drive as the
destination for the archive job. Only one media
destination can be selected at a time.
2. Click Browse and navigate to the directory where
the archive is to be stored.
3. Complete the rest of the fields as needed. See
Archive — controls and fields on page 134.
4. Click OK. You will return to the Patient List.

6. Click the DICOM Queue icon near the logo at the top of the screen.

The DICOM Queue status window opens. The DICOM Queue status window can be
opened at any time.

Archiving specific images in a study
Procedure
1. Select the desired patient record.
2. Select the study to be archived.
3. Click the Archive icon in the Patient List controls.
The selected study will be marked for archival, but this mark is removed when you select a
specific image for export.
4. Click on each image you wish to archive from the study. Each selected image tile displays
a small blue icon in the upper-right corner.
5. Click the Archive icon in the Patient List controls.
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6. Click Next.
The Next icon is located to the right of the Archive icon.

The Archive Patient Images window appears.

7. Export the images using one of the following options:
Options

Instructions

Export to a network DICOM storage device.

1. In the Network Destinations area, select one or
more DICOM servers as the destination for the
archive job. The archive job will be sent to all
selected network destinations.
2. Click OK. You will return to the Patient List.

Export to a local drive or media.

1. In the Media Destination area, select the radio
button for the drive, media, or USB drive as the
destination for the archive job. Only one media
destination can be selected at a time.
2. Click Browse and navigate to the directory where
the archive is to be stored.
3. Complete the rest of the fields as needed. See
Archive — controls and fields on page 134.
4. Click OK. You will return to the Patient List.

8. Click the DICOM Queue icon near the logo at the top of the screen.

The DICOM Queue status window opens. The DICOM Queue status window can be
opened at any time.
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Printing images
Previewing images before sending them to the DICOM printer allows you to see how images
will print, select the print settings, and add or remove images from the print job.
Prerequisites
See Prerequisites for archiving and printing images on page 132.
About this task
Nexus DR allows you to print images, from Review Mode, on a DICOM printer. You can also
preview the images before you print, set up print options, and then add or remove images from
the preview. After you set up the DICOM print job, send it to the DICOM printer. You can view
its progress in the DICOM queue.
Procedure
1. Highlight an item in the shot list.
2. Click Print Preview.

Note: This icon is available if the Nexus DR system includes an
installed and configured printer.
Figure 64: Select Print Preview icon
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3. Select Printer Settings.

Figure 65: Select Printer Settings icon

4. In the Printer Settings window, set the following parameters: printer, film size, orientation,
layout, and copies.
Figure 66: Printer Setting

5. Click Close.
The print preview area displays updates to match the settings.
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6. Click Add All Images.

Figure 67: Click Add All Images

All images in the study display in the Print Preview area .
Figure 68: Images populate Print Preview area
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7. Complete the following tasks as needed:
Options

Instructions

Remove an image from the Print Preview area.

Select the image to remove, and click Remove
Image (1).

Remove all images from the Print Preview area.

Click Remove All Images (2).

Exit Print Preview before printing.

1. Click Print Preview again. The following message
is displayed:

2. Click Print to send the image or images to a
DICOM printer, Discard to return to Review Mode
without sending images to the printer or saving
any print preview settings, or Cancel to return to
print preview.

8. Adjust the orientation (4), layout (5), or rotation (6 or 7) by selecting the image and then the
desired icon.
9. If desired, select an image and then use the zoom tools (8 or 9), mouse wheel, or finger
pinch to adjust the view.
You may also pan a zoomed image by clicking and dragging on a specified area.
10. Click Print (10).
The DICOM Queue icon turns green when the print job is in the queue.

See DICOM queue controls and fields on page 146 and Reviewing and controlling the
DICOM queue on page 144 for additional information about the DICOM queue status
window.

Reviewing and controlling the DICOM queue
The DICOM queue can be viewed to determine the progress of DICOM processes. In addition,
you can retry, pause, resume, or cancel a process as needed.
Prerequisites
See DICOM with Nexus DR on page 145 for information about DICOM processing in Nexus
DR.
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About this task
Many of the DICOM features of Nexus DR function as background tasks that do not interfere
with the use of Clinical or Service Mode. In some cases, however, you may want to review the
status of the DICOM jobs that are in progress.
Procedure
1. Click the DICOM Queue icon near the logo at the top of the screen.

The DICOM Queue status window opens. The DICOM Queue status window can be
opened at any time.
Figure 69: Open the DICOM Queue window

2. Perform one of the following tasks:
• To review the details of a DICOM job, select the job in the list and review the fields
in the Selected Export Job section. Identification of the job, completion data, and
archive options appear in this area.
• To control a specific job that is not yet complete, select the job in the list. Controls
applicable to the selected job, at the bottom of the window, are enabled.
3. Click the Up Arrow to close.

DICOM with Nexus DR
DICOM (Digital Imaging Communications in Medicine) is a standard for handling, storing,
printing, and transmitting information in medical imaging. It includes a file format definition and
a network communications protocol. Nexus DR can be configured for DICOM.
Many of the DICOM features of Nexus DR function as background tasks that do not interfere
with the use of Clinical or Service Mode. When you send a study to PACS, for example, you
can open another patient for acquisition or review, send print jobs, or use nearly any other
feature of Clinical Mode while the images are being processed and transferred to the PACS
in the background. In some cases, however, you may want to review the status of the DICOM
jobs that are in progress.
Nexus DR usually processes one job at a time, in the order they are sent to the queue. If
you submit a new job before a prior job is complete, the new job is added to the bottom of
the queue and remains pending until earlier jobs are complete. You can use the controls
available in the queue status window to abort jobs that are in progress, remove pending jobs
from the queue, or resubmit jobs that have failed or been aborted.
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The amount of time required to complete a DICOM job will vary with the number of patient
records and studies involved, the number of images contained in those records, the number
of jobs in the queue, and the bandwidth available to the destination device. DICOM jobs
involving a small number of images may complete faster than you can open the queue status
window, and therefore may indicate complete immediately when the window is opened. When
using DICOM features that rely on removable media (CD, DVD, or USB), DO NOT remove or
disconnect the media until the DICOM job is complete.
Figure 70: DICOM Queue

Table 11: DICOM Queue — Controls
Item
Retry

Cancel

Pause
Resume

Description
Available only when the status of the selected job is aborted or failed.
Re-submits the selected job to the destination device. Some causes of aborted or failed
jobs involve temporary states such as high workload or network timeouts due to high
traffic. When these conditions cause an aborted or failed transfer, resubmitting the job at
a later time can often result in successful completion.
Available only when the status of the selected job is pending, aborted, error,
or failed.
Removes the selected job from the queue. Jobs removed from the queue cannot be
resubmitted. If you remove a job in error, it must be recreated as a new job.
Available only when the status of the selected job is processing or sending.
Allows for temporary interruption of a DICOM job from the Nexus DR system. This can
be used where a known transfer issue may be foreseen, such as repositioning a cable or
resetting network equipment. The job can be resumed when the issue is passed and the
destination device has been restored to normal operation. The job will continue from the
point where it was paused.

DICOM queue controls and fields
You can use the controls available in the DICOM Queue status window to abort jobs that are
in progress, remove pending jobs from the queue, or resubmit jobs that have failed or been
aborted.
Nexus DR usually processes one job at a time, in the order they are sent to the queue. If you
submit a new job before a prior job is complete, the new job is added to the bottom of the
queue and remains Pending until earlier jobs are complete.
The amount of time required to complete a DICOM job varies with the number of patient
records and studies involved, the number of images contained in those records, the number
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of jobs in the queue, and the bandwidth available to the destination device. DICOM jobs
involving a small number of images may complete faster than you can open the queue status
window, and therefore may indicate complete immediately when the window is opened. When
using DICOM features that rely on removable media (CD, DVD, or USB), DO NOT remove or
disconnect the media until the DICOM job is complete.
Figure 71: DICOM Queue

Table 12: DICOM Queue controls and fields
Item
Retry

Cancel

Pause
Resume

Description
Available only when the status of the selected job is aborted or failed.
Re-submits the selected job to the destination device. Some causes of aborted or failed
jobs involve temporary states such as high workload or network timeouts due to high
traffic. When these conditions cause an aborted or failed transfer, re-submitting the job
at a later time can often result in successful completion.
Available only when the status of the selected job is pending, aborted, error,
or failed.
Removes the selected job from the queue. Jobs removed from the queue cannot be
resubmitted. If you remove a job in error, it must be recreated as a new job.
Available only when the status of the selected job is processing or sending.
Allows for temporary interruption of a DICOM job from the Nexus DR system. This can
be used where a known transfer issue may be foreseen, such as repositioning a cable or
resetting network equipment. The job can be resumed when the issue is passed and the
destination device has been restored to normal operation. The job will continue from the
point where it was paused.
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Part

3
Service Mode for Operators
Contents
•
•
•
•

Entering and Exiting Settings Mode on page 151
Managing Technologist Initials on page 155
Configuring logging settings on page 161
Diagnostics on page 165

The user interface of Nexus DR is driven by a single application that has two modes of operation:
Clinical Mode and Settings Mode. Clinical Mode is the interface used when imaging patients and
includes access to the patient database, processing features, and archive functions. Settings Mode
is used exclusively for configuration, maintenance, and troubleshooting activities.
When Nexus DR is powered up and a user logs in, the applications starts in Clinical Mode
automatically. All users have access to the functions and features of Clinical Mode. In Settings
Mode, operators can access the Diagnostics menu, Logging menu, Technologist Initials setup tab.

Chapter

7
Entering and Exiting Settings Mode
Contents
•
•

Entering Nexus DR Settings Mode on page 152
Exiting Nexus DR Settings Mode on page 153
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Entering Nexus DR Settings Mode
Prerequisites
Power up the equipment and log in to the Nexus DR computer. See CHAPTER 1 Powering
Up, Logging In, and Powering Down the System.
Procedure
1. Click Settings.

Figure 72: Accessing Settings Mode
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2. Complete the Settings login screen as required.
Figure 73: Settings Mode login / logout screen

Option

Procedure

Access Settings Mode when you are logged in
with credentials authorizing service-level access,
such as NexusAdmin.

1. If it is not already checked, select Logon as
current user.
2. Click Enter Setting.

Log in to Settings Mode.

1. In the User ID field, enter a user ID that has
service-level access, such as NexusService.
2. In the Password field, enter the password for the
user ID.

Cancel the Settings login screen and return to
Clinical Mode.

Click the arrow in the upper right corner of the
Settings.

Exiting Nexus DR Settings Mode
Procedure
1. Click Settings.

2. On the Settings login screen, ensure that Log on as the current user is deselected.
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3. Click Exit Setting.
The application returns to Clinical Mode.
Figure 74: Settings Mode log in / log outscreen
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Chapter

8
Managing Technologist Initials
Contents
•
•
•
•

Technologist initials on page 156
Adding technologist initials on page 156
Editing technologist initials on page 157
Removing technologist initials on page 159
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Users with Operator access to the system can add, remove, and edit technologist's initials in
Settings Mode.

Technologist initials
Nexus DR allows you create and manage the predefined list of technologist initials that is
available to clinical users as annotations during image review. The list is located in Service
Mode in the General screen on the Setup tab.
Figure 75: General screen — Setup tab

Table 13: General screen — Setup tab controls and fields
Item

Description

A

The Tech Initials area displays the list of technologist initials.

B

Type the technologist's initials in this field.

C

Add button. This control adds the technologist's initials to the list.

D

Remove button. This control removes the selected technologist initials
from the list.

E

Save button.This control saves your changes.

F

Cancel button.This control discards your changes.

Adding technologist initials
Technologist initials are added on the General screen on the Setup tab.
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Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

In Settings Mode, select General > Setup.
Click Add.
Enter initials, up to 17 characters, into the text box.
Click Save.

Editing technologist initials
About this task
In addition to adding and removing technologist initials, Operators can also edit existing initials.
Procedure
1. In Settings Mode, select General > Setup.
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2. In the Tech Initials list, select the initials that you want to edit.
Figure 76: Tech Initials screen

The initials appear in a field below the list.
Figure 77: Technologist initials selected
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3. Make your changes in the field.
Figure 78: Tech Initials edited

4. Click Save.
Figure 79: Tech Initials Save button

Removing technologist initials
About this task
Technologist initials can be removed from the system on the General screen on the Setup tab.
Procedure
1. In Settings Mode, select General > Setup.
2. Select the set of initials from the list of technologist initials.
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3. Click Remove.
4. Click Save.
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9
Configuring logging settings
Contents
•

Configuring logging settings on page 163
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Prerequisites
• Review Configure Logger tab on page 164.
About this task
Nexus DR provides a set of log files that can be useful for troubleshooting and gathering information
about system processes and activities. The data and messages that is collected by these log files is
configurable.
Procedure
1.
2.

In Settings Mode, select Logging > Configure Logger.
Complete the following tasks as needed:
Caution: Do not select the Debug or Trace option for use during
normal system operation. Select these options only when directed
by Varex service engineers.
Options

Instructions

Enable message types for specific categories.

Select the desired check boxes for each category as
needed.

Enable a message type for all categories.

Click the message type header.

Enable all message types for a category.

Click the category name.

Enable all message types for all categories.

Click Select All.

Disable some message types for specific
categories.

Deselect the check boxes for each category as
needed.

Disable a message type for all categories.

If all of the check boxes in the message type column
are selected, click the header once to deselect all of
them.
If some, but not all, of the check boxes in the
message type column are selected, click the header
twice. The first click selects the remaining check
boxes in the column. The second click disables all of
the check boxes in the column.

Disable all message types for a category.

If all of the check boxes in the category are selected,
click the category name once to deselect all of the
check boxes.
If some, but not all, of the check boxes in the
category are selected, click the category name twice.
The first click selects the remaining check boxes in
the row. The second click deselects all of the check
boxes in the row.

Disable all message types for all categories.
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Configuring logging settings
Prerequisites
• Review Configure Logger tab on page 164.
About this task
Nexus DR provides a set of log files that can be useful for troubleshooting and gathering
information about system processes and activities. The data and messages that is collected by
these log files is configurable.
Procedure
1. In Settings Mode, select Logging > Configure Logger.
2. Complete the following tasks as needed:
Caution: Do not select the Debug or Trace option for use during
normal system operation. Select these options only when directed
by Varex service engineers.
Options

Instructions

Enable message types for specific categories.

Select the desired check boxes for each category as
needed.

Enable a message type for all categories.

Click the message type header.

Enable all message types for a category.

Click the category name.

Enable all message types for all categories.

Click Select All.

Disable some message types for specific
categories.

Deselect the check boxes for each category as
needed.

Disable a message type for all categories.

If all of the check boxes in the message type column
are selected, click the header once to deselect all of
them.
If some, but not all, of the check boxes in the
message type column are selected, click the header
twice. The first click selects the remaining check
boxes in the column. The second click disables all of
the check boxes in the column.

Disable all message types for a category.

If all of the check boxes in the category are selected,
click the category name once to deselect all of the
check boxes.
If some, but not all, of the check boxes in the
category are selected, click the category name twice.
The first click selects the remaining check boxes in
the row. The second click deselects all of the check
boxes in the row.

Disable all message types for all categories.

Click Reset All.
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Configure Logger tab
You can determine what information is captured in each Nexus DR log file using the options on
the Logging > Configure Logger tab in Settings Mode.
The Configure Logger tab shows the logging categories captured by each log. You can
choose to capture some information for specific categories or all information for all categories.
Figure 80: Logging screen — Configure Logger tab

Caution: Do not select the Debug or Trace option for use during
normal system operation. Select these options only when directed by
Varex service engineers.
Table 14: Configure Logger tab — Message options and controls
Item
Category
Status
Info

Description
The categories for which logs can gather information.
These messages describe state changes and status updates.
These messages are informative descriptions of events.

Debug

These messages provide detailed debugging information. This
selection generates an extensive amount of data for debugging
purposes.

Trace

These messages provide detailed trace information, even more
detailed than the debug selection. This selection creates an extensive
amount of log data.

Select All
Reset
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This button selects all of the message types for all of the categories.
This button deselects all of the message types for all of the categories.

Chapter

10
Diagnostics
Contents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test pattern tab on page 166
Log files on page 171
Filtering log files on page 176
Exporting log files on page 176
Purging the system log on page 177
Creating reject analysis reports from reject logs on page 178
Troubleshooting with Data Collector on page 179
If the detector is dropped... on page 180
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Nexus DR provides a collection of diagnostic utilities that can be used to troubleshoot failures of
system components or functions. Some diagnostics perform simple ping tests or status queries
to components inside of or connected to the Nexus DR computer. These basic diagnostics are
designed to be used by a service engineer during initial assessment of a system fault. Basic
diagnostics can generally be run without special tools or software, though some require a short
serial cable or loop-back termination.
Certain diagnostics provide more advanced utilities that are intended to be used directly by
technical support representatives through remote diagnostics or by a field engineer at the direction
of technical support. These utilities generally require knowledge of proprietary command structures,
access to version databases, and other information not available to field engineers without the
guidance of a Technical Support specialist.

Test pattern tab
Test patterns are used to verify that the shades of grey are properly represented on the Nexus
DR system. You can use them to test the accuracy of a monitor, printer, or PACs system.
Nexus DR supports SMPTE and TG18 test patterns.
Figure 81: Test Pattern tab — SMPTE pattern selected
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Test patterns are selected from the Test Pattern list on the Test Pattern tab.
Figure 82: Test Pattern list

SMPTE test pattern
The Nexus DR test patterns has a series of squares of varying shades of grey progressing
from white to black. You should be able to see all of the squares, and with the exception of the
50% grey squares, each square should be a different color. At the bottom of the test pattern
are two 100% squares, one black and one white, with smaller 5% squares in the middle. Both
of those squares should be visible.
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Figure 83 on page 168 shows the test pattern with the percentages for reference.
Figure 83: SMPTE test pattern

Table 15: Diagnostics screen — Test Pattern tab controls and fields
Area
Print Settings

Storage
Settings

Test Pattern

Item

Description

Printer

This drop-down list displays the selected printer. You can select any
printer that is configured on the system.

Film Size

This drop-down list is used to select the film size to send to the printer.

Layout

This drop-down list is used to select the layout to send to the printer.

Print

This button sends the test pattern to the printer with the selected print
settings.

Storage

This drop-down list is used to select the storage server to send the
test pattern to.

Send
Processed
Image

Selecting this check box sends a processed image to the storage
server.

Send

This button sends the test pattern to the selected storage server
as either processed or unprocessed depending on whether Send
Processed Image is selected.

N/A

Select the test pattern thumbnail that you want to use. Available test
patterns include: SMPTE, TG18-CH, TG18-KN, TG18-LN12-01,
TG18-LN12-18, TG18-MP, TG18-OIQ, TG18-QC, TG18-UN10, and
TG18-UN80.

TG18 test patterns
TG18 test patterns are used to determine the display performance of medical imaging
systems.
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Table 16: TG18 test patterns
Test pattern

3

Description

Reference anatomical PA chest pattern. Good display resolution is necessary for
the fine aspects of this image to display properly.

Reference anatomical knee pattern. The fine trebecular patterns in the femur
require good display resolution to be seen clearly.

Use this test pattern to assess the luminance response of the display. The pattern
consists of a central test region with a certain pixel value occupying about 10%
of the full image area. The rest of the pattern has a uniform background with a
luminance equal to 20% of the maximum luminance. To achieve this luminance
level, assuming that the display device is properly calibrated to the DICOM 3.14
recommendation, the background pixel value is 153.

Use this test pattern to assess the luminance response of the display. The pattern
consists of a central test region with a certain pixel value occupying about 10%
of the full image area. The rest of the pattern has a uniform background with a
luminance equal to 20% of the maximum luminance. To achieve this luminance
level, assuming that the display device is properly calibrated to the DICOM 3.14
recommendation, the background pixel value is 153.

Use this test pattern to assess luminance response (bit depth resolution). This
pattern is designed for visual assessment of display bit depth. It displays 16 vertical
bars that gradually transition from black to white. Each bar covers 1/16 of a 12-bit
pixel value range from 0 to 4095. The small markers indicate 8-bit and 10-bit pixel
value transitions.

3

Samei E, Badano A, Chakraborty D. Assessment of Display
Performance for Medical Imaging Systems. College Park, MD:
American Association of Physicists in Medicine; 2005:i-154.
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3

Test pattern

Description

This is a multipurpose test pattern similar to SMPTE.

Use this test pattern to assess resolution, luminance, distortion, and artifacts. This
pattern consists of multiple inserts embedded in a midpixel value background for
comprehensive display assessment.

UN test patterns are used for the assessment of luminance uniformity, color
uniformity, and angular response.

UN test patterns are used for the assessment of luminance uniformity, color
uniformity, and angular response.

Printing test patterns
Printing a test pattern is a way to test whether a printer is accurately representing different
shades of grey.
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

3

In Settings Mode, select Diagnostics > Test Pattern.
In the Test Pattern area, select the test pattern that you want to print.
Under Printer Settings, select the printer, film size, and layout.
Click Print.
Nexus DR sends the test pattern to the selected printer.

Samei E, Badano A, Chakraborty D. Assessment of Display
Performance for Medical Imaging Systems. College Park, MD:
American Association of Physicists in Medicine; 2005:i-154.
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Sending test patterns to the storage server
Sending a test pattern to the storage server is a way to verify whether the storage server is
retaining images with the correct shades of grey.
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In Settings Mode, select Diagnostics > Test Pattern.
In the Test Pattern area, select the test pattern that you want to send.
Under Storage Settings, in the Storage drop-down list, select the storage server.
Enable or disable the Send Processed Image option.
Click Send.
Nexus DR sends the test pattern to the selected storage server.

Log files
Nexus DR reports on system activities using its logging function. You can use these logs
to investigate activity involving patient records, review information about rejected images
for quality improvement, or troubleshoot abnormal behavior or performance of the imaging
subsystem.
The Nexus DR application creates the following log files:
Audit logs

This log collects and reports data on clinical activities as required by
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Audit
Controls Standard.

Acquisition logs

This log collects and reports data on acquisitions.

Reject logs

This log is created and available only when the Log Reject Reason
check box is selected in the System Configure screen on the
General tab. This log collects and reports data on rejected images.

System logs

This log collects and reports data on the operation of the Nexus DR
application.

The logs can be viewed on the Logging screen on tabs that correspond to each log. Initially,
when you select a tab, the tab contains no data. To view log data, you must perform a search.
The data collected in each log file is configured in Settings Mode in the Logging screen, on
the Configure Logger tab.
When the application is closed, the system exports the contents of the logs that were captured
during the session to *.json files named in the format, DR-YYYY-MM-DD_hh-mm-ss.s.
• YY-MM-DD is the date that the log file was created, e.g., 2016-06-07 for June 7, 2016.
• hh-mm-ss.s is time that the log file was created, e.g., 12-15-32.5 for 12:15:32.5 p.m.
Log files are stored on the Nexus DR computer in the C:\ProgramData\Varex\NexusDR
\Backup\Current\LogDB directory.
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Audit Log tab
This logging tab displays the system data for log entries that meet the criteria defined in the
Search Filter area.
The audit data displayed are:
• Date Time
• User ID
• Auditable User Action
Figure 84: Logging screen — filtered Audit Log tab

Table 17: Logging screen — Audit Log tab controls and fields controls
Item

Description

1

The location for entering search (or filter) criteria. The filters are
applied after you select the criteria and click Search. You can also
click Search without specifying any criteria. In this instance, all of the
log data is returned.

2

The log data that meets the criteria selected in the Search Filters area.

3

Read-only. The network or local location for the exported log. The field
is populated using the Browse control. Log files are exported as a
CSV file. They are compressed and password protected. The default
log location is: C:\Users\UserName\Documents, where
UserName is the user name currently logged into the system.

Reject Log tab
This logging tab displays the system data for log entries that meet the criteria defined in the
Search Filter area.
The data displayed are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary information
Reject Reason
Date Time
User ID
Tech Initials (when available)
Position
Procedure
EI
DI
Image

Figure 85: Logging screen — filtered Reject Log tab

Table 18: Logging screen — Reject Log tab controls and fields
Item

Description

A

The location for entering search (or filter) criteria. The filters are
applied after you select the criteria and click Search. You can also
click Search without specifying any criteria. In this instance, all of the
log data is returned.

B

Read-only. The network or local location for the exported log. The field
is populated using the Browse control. Log files are exported as a
CSV file. They are compressed and password protected. The default
log location is: C:\Users\UserName\Documents, where
UserName is the user name currently logged into the system.

C

Summary information about patients, studies, images acquired, and
images rejected for the log entries that fall within the date range
defined in the Search Filters area. (1, Figure 85 on page 173)

D

The log data that meets the criteria selected in the Search Filters area.

E

The image that was rejected in the selected log entry.
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Acquisition Log tab
This logging tab displays the system data for log entries that meet the criteria defined in the
Search Filter area. Acquisition logs collect and report data on each acquired image.
The data displayed are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date Time
Region
Exam Name
Position
EI
Tech Initials (when available)

Figure 86: Logging screen — filtered Acquisition Log tab

Table 19: Logging screen — Acquisition Log tab controls and fields
Item

Description

A

The location for entering search (or filter) criteria. The filters are
applied after you select the criteria and click Search. You can also
click Search without specifying any criteria. In this instance, all of the
log data is returned.

B

Read-only. The network or local location for the exported log. The field
is populated using the Browse control. Log files are exported as a
CSV file. They are compressed and password protected. The default
log location is: C:\Users\UserName\Documents, where
UserName is the user name currently logged into the system.

C

This area displays the number of images acquired within the date
range selected in the Search Filters area.

D

The log data that meets the criteria selected in the Search Filters area.
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System Log tab
This logging tab displays the system data for log entries that meet the criteria defined in the
Search Filter area.
The data are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date Time
User ID
Thread
Log Level
Category
System Log Message

Figure 87: Logging screen — filtered System Log tab

Table 20: Logging screen — System Log tab controls and fields
Item

Description

A

The location for entering search (or filter) criteria. The filters are
applied after you select the criteria and click Search. You can also
click Search without specifying any criteria. In this instance, all of the
log data is returned.

B

The log data that meets the criteria selected in the Search Filters area.

C

Read-only. The network or local location for the exported log. The field
is populated using the Browse control. Log files are exported as a
CSV file. They are compressed and password protected. The default
log location is: C:\Users\UserName\Documents, where
UserName is the user name currently logged into the system.
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Filtering log files
About this task
The tabs for each log file are blank when you first click on them. To see log data, you must
perform a search. In cases where the log file is very large, it might be easier to find the desired
information by filtering the search. Selecting search filters is not required, but searches
performed without filters return all of the log entries in the log file.
Procedure
1. In Settings Mode, click Logging, and select the log tab.
2. On the log tab, select the search filters that you want to use, if any.
3. Click Search.
The log entries that meet the search criteria are displayed on the screen.

Exporting log files
About this task
When a problem is complex, service engineers might request that you send the log files to
them for review. Nexus DR has an export feature that is available for each log file.
Log files are exported to a network or local location of your choosing. Only the log file data that
meets the criteria of the search is exported.
Procedure
1. In Settings Mode, click Logging, and select the log tab.
2. On the log tab, select the search filters that you want to use, if any.
3. Click Search.
The log entries that meet the search criteria are displayed on the screen.
4. Click Browse.
5. Navigate to the network or local directory where you want to save the log file.
6. Click Export.
When the export is complete, a success message is displayed.
7. Click OK.
For information about the naming conventions for exported log files, see Exported log files
on page 176.

Exported log files
Exported log files follow a particular naming convention depending on what log is exported.
Audit, acquisition, and system logs saved in a compressed file in the location you selected.
The file name is in the format LogNameLog_YYMMDD_HHMMSS:
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LogName

The name of the log you exported.

YYMMDD

The 2-digit year, month, and day the file was exported.

HHMMSS

The time in hours, minutes, and seconds that the file was exported.

For example, if you exported the audit log on April 20, 2017 at 3:13 pm and 12 seconds, the
file name would be AuditLog_170420_151312.
Reject logs are exported to the location you selected in an uncompressed directory with the
following structure and naming format:
YYYY-MM-DD HH.MM.SS
\images
Rejects.csv
For example, a reject log file exported on April 20, 2017 at 3:13 pm and 12 seconds, would be
in a directory named: 2017-04-20 15.13.12. The log file is always called Rejects.csv,
and the rejected images are stored in the images subdirectory.

Purging the system log
Procedure
1. Click Purge.
2. In the Purge Log window, set the number of days worth of log entries to keep.
Figure 88: Purge Log window

3. Select the log levels you wish to purge from the system log.
4. Complete the following tasks as needed:
Options

Instructions

Cancel the purge action.

Click Cancel.

Close the window without purging entries.

Click Close.

Purge log entries.

Click Purge.
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Creating reject analysis reports from reject logs
About this task
Reports that provide an analysis of rejection logs can be created and used to see the primary
causes of image rejection.
Procedure
1. Select Logging > Reject Log
2. Enter the start and end dates for the desired log period.
3. Click Search.
The log displays on screen.
4. Click Browse, and navigate to the location where you want save the report.
5. Click Report.
A PDF of the report displays. Save it to the desired location from the Adobe Acrobat
application.
Figure 89: Reject Analysis Report
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Troubleshooting with Data Collector
Data Collector is used for troubleshooting application faults, such as problems with DICOM
services, detector communication, or image quality. This tool collects specific types of
information that you select, and then saves it to a network or local drive. The data can be sent
to Varex support engineers for further analysis.
Prerequisites
Review Data Collector tab on page 179.
Procedure
1. In Settings Mode, select Diagnostics > Data Collector.
2. Select the data to collect.
3. Select the patient image.
a)Select the Patient Image check box.
b)The Select Image button becomes active.
c) In the Select Image window, click on the desired images.
You can select more than one image. To deselect an image, click on it again.
4. Click Browse.
5. Navigate to the desired location for the collected data.
6. Click Collect.
Nexus DR collects the specified data and saves it in a *.zip file to the identified
location. The file name uses the format Data_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.zip, where
YYYYMMDDHHMMSS is the year, month, day, and time in hours, minutes, and seconds
that the data was collected.

Data Collector tab
Data Collector is used to gather specific types of data that can then be sent in to Varex service
engineering to be analyzed.
The data that can be collected includes system logs, configuration database information,
system information, patient database information, patient images, and calibration. This data
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can be saved to a location you specify. Access the Data Collector tab on the Diagnostics
screen.
Figure 90: Diagnostics screen — Data Collector tab

Table 21: Diagnostics screen — Data Collector controls and fields
Item

Description

A

These check boxes are used to select the data that you want to
collect.

B

These fields are used to set the date range for the data to be
collected.

C

Read-only. This field displays the location network or local location
where the data will be saved. The Browse control is used to select the
location.

D

This control starts the data collection process.

If the detector is dropped...
About this task
Caution: Handle the detector with care. Dropping the detector may
damage it. The detector logs drops and provides a degree of impact
for each instance. Logged drops that can be correlated to panel
damage may void the warranty.
If the detector is dropped, verify that it is operational.
Procedure
1. Inspect the detector for damage.
2. Generate a link to the workstation.
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3. Acquire an image from the receptor and inspect it for areas of missing data.
Contact Customer Care for further assistance.
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